**McGraw-Hill’s Chinese Illustrated Dictionary WITH MP3**
*By LiveABC*

Whether you are 8 or 108, this fully illustrated dictionary makes building Mandarin Chinese vocabulary easy, stimulating, and fun. Each of the 1,500 entries is represented by its Chinese script as well as its official pinyin transcription. But what really brings the language alive are the vibrant illustrations that will help you remember key terms and phrases. It also includes an MP3 disc that features pronunciation by native speakers of each entry, conveniently organized for quick-access on a PC or MP3 player.

McGraw Hill, 2009 - 8 ¼ x 10 ¼
ISBN: 9780071615907    Pages: 156
MCCHIL     $21.95

**Easy & Fun Chinese For Kids**
*6 CD-ROMS, 6 DVDS, 6 BOOKS, 1 PACK OF CARDS*

Easy & Fun Chinese for Kids is designed with non-native children learning Chinese as a foreign language in mind. It follows the rules of teaching foreign language to children and makes learning a great fun. There are accompanying multimedia softwares and DVDs that combine pronunciation, words, video and music. Both the textbooks and multi-media tools are like a Chinese teacher standing by and make learning Chinese fun and easy!

Sinolingua, 2006 - 7 ½ x 10 ¾
ISBN: 9787802003996
EAFUCH     $166.95

**A Practical Chinese/English English/Chinese Dictionary**
*3RD EDITION*
*By Duen Rou Chen & Francis Saw*

This dictionary is a comprehensive cross-reference, which includes notations used in both Mainland China as well as Taiwan. It is designed for students of the Chinese and English languages from primary school through the college level. With the numerous practice drills included, this reference can also serve as a teaching or self-study tool.

J & R Company, 2008 - 5 ½ x 8 ¼
ISBN: 9780615196985    Pages: 484
PRCHEN     $24.95

**Chinese Treasure Chest**
*Teachers, you won’t have to rack your brain trying to think of ways to keep your students motivated! Chinese Treasure Chest is an unprecedented collection of ready-to-use games, songs, craft projects, delightfully illustrated student work-sheets and teacher-directed activities to help elementary students learn Chinese as a foreign language. Cengage, 2008-2009 - 8 ½ x 11*

**SIMPLIFIED EDITION, VOL. 1**
CHTRCH     $38.95

**SIMPLIFIED EDITION, VOL. 2**
ISBN: 9789881424662    Pages: 400+
CHTRCH2    $38.95

**TRADITIONAL EDITION, VOL. 1**
ISBN: 9789881427926    Pages: 330
CHTRCH-T    $38.95

**Chinese Language Test Database for Schools**
*Edited by Rachel Feng*

The Chinese Language Test Database for Schools is an indispensable tool for busy teachers. Generate test papers in mere minutes set to popular textbooks and HSK standards. In English, Simplified &Traditional Chinese. (Requires Internet access.)
The Commercial Press, 2009

**BASIC VERSION**
ISBN: 2222003312715
CHLABA     $48.95

**PROFESSIONAL VERSION**
ISBN: 2222003312708
CHLAPR     $68.95

**Great Ancient China Projects You Can Build Yourself**
*By Lance Kramer*

From Buddhism, feng shui, and porcelain pottery to gunpowder, dynasties, and trade routes, this interactive activity guide explores the incredible ingenuity and history of ancient China with more than 20 hands-on projects. Activities include making a Chinese puppet, an abacus, a miniyurt, a compass, a paper snowflake, a Chinese string instrument, and many more.

Nomad Press, 2008 - 8 x 10
ISBN: 9781934670026    Pages: 122
GRANCH     $14.95
Chinese 100 Character Cards

**Basic Series**
Based on commonly used words, the image on each card connects the Chinese character with its English meaning, and includes pinyin with tone mark. The back of the card shows stroke order for writing. Easily adaptable for classroom use, with proper pronunciation of each card available online at www.learningchinesecharacter.com. Portico Publishing Company, 2008 - 4 ¼ x 5 ¾

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9781606330005</td>
<td>100 Cards</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9781606330012</td>
<td>100 Cards</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9781606330029</td>
<td>100 Cards</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9781606330036</td>
<td>100 Cards</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9781606330043</td>
<td>100 Cards</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**New Concept Series**
The New Concept series links words together by their natural grouping such as food, clothing, animals, etc or by the Chinese radical of each character.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9781606330067</td>
<td>100 Cards</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9781606330074</td>
<td>100 Cards</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9781606330081</td>
<td>100 Cards</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9781606330098</td>
<td>100 Cards</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College Student Edition**
These advanced cards contain mostly compound words (no pictures) with sample sentences showing use on the front and stroke order on the back.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9781606330128</td>
<td>100 Cards</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9781606330135</td>
<td>100 Cards</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Read About China**
This brand new Read About China series is designed to focus not just on the language learning but also on the learning of China’s culture and history at the same time. Covering a wide range of interesting topics including folk legends, social customs, historic heroes, traditional symbols and icons for example, students will deepen their understanding of China while they hone their language skill. Designed for intermediate to advanced Chinese learners, this series is perfect supplement for AP Chinese and HSK students.
The Commercial Press, 2008-2009 - 5 ½ x 8 ¼

**Stories of Famous Chinese Heroes**
Edited by Betty Wong
ISBN: 9780982181621 Pages: 104
STFACH $14.95

**Chinese Symbols and Icons**
Edited by Catarina Wong
ISBN: 9780982181607 Pages: 126
CHSYIC $14.95

**China: The Country and the People**
Edited by Rachel Feng
ISBN: 9780982181614 Pages: 144
CHCOPE $14.95

**Feilong: the China Game**
By The University of Vermont
So, how much do you think you know about China? Are you willing to challenge friends and family to a winner-take-all contest of Feilong: The China Game. A fun-filled way for any person interested in China to review and expand what they know about the Middle Kingdom. For 2 to 8 players.
Manopali of Vermont, Inc., 2004 - 10 ½ x 10 ½
ISBN: 9780966760453
FEILON $19.95
Classroom Poster Series  By Aana & Shin

Each poster in this beautifully-produced set contains twenty pictures of common items familiar to most students, complete with their English and Chinese names and Pinyin. Seeing the illustrations and the Chinese words together will help students visualize the words they are learning and speed up their learning. The items on the posters are grouped together by their natural classification or by their Chinese radicals.

Entire Series in Simplified Chinese: POSETS $159.95
Entire Series in Traditional Chinese: POSETT $159.95

**AIMALS**
ISBN: 97816066331026
**ANIMALS - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633224

**POANIM** $9.95
**POANIM-T** $9.95

**BIRDS**
ISBN: 97816066331033
**BIRDS - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633231

**POBIRD** $9.95
**POBIRD-T** $9.95

**BODY**
ISBN: 97816066331071
**BODY - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633161

**POBODY** $9.95
**POBODY-T** $9.95

**COLOURS & SHAPES**
ISBN: 97816066331057
**COLOURS & SHAPES - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633255

**POCOSH** $9.95
**POCOSH-T** $9.95

**DAILY NECESSITIES**
ISBN: 9781606631040
**DAILY NECESSITIES - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633248

**PODANE** $9.95
**PODANE-T** $9.95

**FOOD & DRINKS**
ISBN: 9781606633088
**FOOD & DRINKS - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633378

**POFOODR** $9.95
**POFOODR-T** $9.95

**FRUIT**
ISBN: 9781606633002
**FRUIT - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633200

**POFRUI** $9.95
**POFRUI-T** $9.95

**VEGETABLES**
ISBN: 9781606633019
**VEGETABLES - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633217

**POVEGE** $9.95
**POVEGE-T** $9.95

**SPORT**
ISBN: 9781606633066
**SPORT - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633392

**POSPOR** $9.95
**POSPOR-T** $9.95

**NUMBERS**
ISBN: 9781606633095
**NUMBERS - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633385

**PONUMB** $9.95
**PONUMB-T** $9.95

**RADICAL: DOG, FISH & INSECT**
ISBN: 9781606633132
**RADICAL: DOG, FISH & INSECT - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633295

**PORADO** $9.95
**PORADO-T** $9.95

**RADICAL: GOLD & FIRE**
ISBN: 9781606633118
**RADICAL: GOLD & FIRE - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633279

**PORAGS** $9.95
**PORAGS-T** $9.95

**RADICAL: GRASS & BAMBOO**
ISBN: 97816066331101
**RADICAL: GRASS & BAMBOO - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633262

**PORAGR** $9.95
**PORAGR-T** $9.95

**RADICAL: HAND & SOIL**
ISBN: 97816066331187
**RADICAL: HAND & SOIL - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633347

**PORAS** $9.95
**PORAS-T** $9.95

**RADICAL: HEART, EYE & SICKNESS**
ISBN: 97816066331163
**RADICAL: HEART, EYE & SICKNESS - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633323

**PORAH** $9.95
**PORAH-T** $9.95

**RADICAL: HUMAN, WOMAN & FOOD**
ISBN: 97816066331170
**RADICAL: HUMAN, WOMAN & FOOD - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633330

**PORAHU** $9.95
**PORAHU-T** $9.95

**RADICAL: WOOD & SHIP**
ISBN: 97816066331156
**RADICAL: WOOD & SHIP - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633316

**PORAWO** $9.95
**PORAWO-T** $9.95

**RADICAL: WALK, DOOR & AUTO**
ISBN: 97816066331194
**RADICAL: WALK, DOOR & AUTO - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633354

**PORAWAL** $9.95
**PORAWAL-T** $9.95

**RADICAL: WATER**
ISBN: 97816066331149
**RADICAL: WATER - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633309

**PORAWAT** $9.95
**PORAWAT-T** $9.95

**RADICAL: SUN, ROCK, BIRD, FIRE, MOUTH**
ISBN: 9781606633125
**RADICAL: SUN, ROCK, BIRD, FIRE, MOUTH - TRADITIONAL**
ISBN: 9781606633286

**PORASU** $9.95
**PORASU-T** $9.95
**My Body POSTER**

Eye-catching and brightly-colored poster shows you 50 body parts and five senses. Great for hospitals, schools and at home.
Master Communication, 1995 - 20 x 30
ISBN: 9781888194029
**MYBOPO** $9.95

**Ni Jin Tian Jue De Zen Me Yang? How Are You Feeling Today? POSTER**

Pulitzer-winning cartoonist Jim Borgman’s very popular How Are you Feeling Today? is now available in Mandarin Chinese. Shows 30 different feelings from Exhausted to Ecstatic in their Chinese name. Perfect for foreign-language clubs, multicultural classrooms and anywhere you want to emphasize diversity.
Master Communication, 2008 - 18 x 24
ISBN: 9781888194029
**HOARYO** $11.95

**The Way We Communicate**
*By Cynthia Kuo*

For non-native Chinese speakers, especially Westerners with different cultural background, to converse with Chinese people, just learning the language is not enough. You must also learn the culture, customs, social life, business etiquettes and much more to really understand the why and how of the way Chinese people communicate.
Sinolingua, 2009 - 5 ½ x 8 ¼

**Volume 1**
ISBN: 9787802004917 Pages: 160
**WAWECO1** $5.95

**Volume 2**
ISBN: 9787802004924 Pages: 144
**WAWECO2** $5.95

**Chinese 101 in Cartoons WITH MP3**
*By Zhang Jing, Chen Xiao Ning & Fu Mei*

Designed for foreign business people or managers who have no command of the Chinese language. The 101 expressions selected are all frequently used in daily conversation and readers can easily adapt them for other social situations. Include humorous cartoons that explain Chinese customs and point out any cultural faux pas that one may likely make.
Sinolingua, 2008 – 5 ¾ x 8 ¼

**For CEOs**
ISBN: 9787802004085 Pages: 118 + CD (with MP3)
**CHONCE** $10.95

**For Eating Out**
ISBN: 9787802005976 Pages: 124 + CD (with MP3)
**CHONEA** $10.95

**Learning Chinese while Traveling China**
*By Gen Jingru & Fu Bo*

This book offers you a way to learn and practice Chinese language skills in a variety of social settings, such as “introducing yourself”, “traveling by air”, “getting through customs”, “looking for missing luggage”, and many more. The complete dialogues are provided in both English and Chinese and are easy to access and use.
Sinolingua, 2005 - 5 ½ x 8 ¼
ISBN: 978780200529269 Pages: 370
**LECHWH** $8.95

**250 Chinese Words to Get You Around Beijing**
*By Li Jiequn & Li Jieming*

You might find it difficult to believe that you can live in Beijing or even travel around China after learning less than 250 Chinese words, but you can! Study finds that the most frequently used 500 characters 80% of daily language. For speaking, roughly 200 Chinese characters will surely be enough for foreigners who have just arrived in Beijing.
Sinolingua, 2005 - 5 ½ x 8
**TWCHWO** $7.95
Chinese Paradise Series
By Liu Fuhua, Wang Wei, Zhou Ren'an & Li Dongmei

For new learners of Chinese, grades 4-6, this three-level series with textbooks and workbooks in two volumes with CDs and flashcards is filled with creative songs and games to make learning fun and easy!

Beijing Language and Culture Univ. Press, 2005 – 8 ¼ x 11 ¼

Kuaile Hanyu
By Li Shaoqi & Co.

Designed to meet the needs of Chinese learners at the elementary/middle school level with three, graded levels; each level has a textbook, teachers manual, CD’s, and of flashcards.

People’s Education Press, 2003-2007

Kuaile Hanyu

Volume 1

KUHA1 9787107171260 Book 1 $16.95
KUHA2 9787107171277 Book 2 $16.95
KUHA3 9787107171345 Book 3 $16.95
KUHAC1 9787107173974 Flashcards 1 $14.95
KUHAC2 9787107173981 Flashcards 2 $14.95
KUHAC3 9787107173998 Flashcards 3 $14.95
KUHACD1 9787887060271 CD 1 $9.95
KUHACD2 9787887007865 CD 2 $9.95
KUHACD3 9787887007872 CD 3 $12.95
KUHAR1 978914232739 CD-Rom $19.95
KUHAR2 978914232746 CD-Rom $19.95
KUHAR3 978914232753 CD-Rom $19.95
KUHAT1 9787107171314 Teacher’s Guide 1 $22.95
KUHAT2 9787107171321 Teacher’s Guide 2 $22.95
KUHAT3 9787107171338 Teacher’s Guide 3 $22.95

Volume 2

KUHA2A 9787107171434 Student’s Book 2A $11.95
KUHA2B 9787107171467 Student’s Book 2B $9.95
KUHAPW2A 9787107194441 Workook 2A $10.95
KUHAPW2B 9787107194470 Workbook 2B $8.95
KUHAP2A 9787856191440 Instructor’s Manual 2 206 $19.95
KUHAPC2 9787856191457 Flashcards 2 190 $22.95

Volume 3

KUHA3A 9787107171566 Student’s Book 3A $12.95
KUHA3B 9787107171573 Student’s Book 3B $10.95
KUHAPW3A 9787107194373 Workbook 3A $12.95
KUHAPW3B 9787107194663 Workbook 3B $10.95
KUHAP3A 9787856191480 Instructor’s Manual 3 194 $21.95
KUHAPC3 9787856191528 Flashcards 3 $22.95

Fun Chinese For Kids WITH MP3
Compiled by SISA Chinese Culture Center

Have your child learn Chinese by singing and reciting along with these colorful books. Enclosed CD can be downloaded into mp3 player, making learning Mandarin fun! Books include both pinyin and simplified characters as well as pronunciation guides and appendices containing vocabulary lists.

Sinolingua, 2004 - 8 ¼ x 11

Volume 1
ISBN: 9787880529276 Pages: 92
FUCHK1 $13.95

Volume 2
ISBN: 9787880529283 Pages: 90
FUCHK2 $13.95

My Mini Radical Dictionary
By Wendy Da & Steven Da

This do-it-yourself mini radical dictionary compiles of 122 frequently used Chinese character radicals, accompanied by pictures illustrating their meanings. You can fill up the dictionary with new words you have learned according to their radicals. This is not only a record of your unique Chinese learning process but a better and faster way to understand Chinese characters.

Beijing Language and Culture Univ. Press, 2005 - 7 x 10
ISBN: 9787561913666 Pages: 38
MYMIRA $5.95
Chinese Made Easy for Kids  By Ma Yamin

Introduce Chinese to your five-years-old with this widely successful series that incorporates rhymes, pictures and story-telling, combined with fun tasks and activities help in developing listening and speaking skills. Basic knowledge of the strokes and stroke order of simple Chinese characters and their pinyin equivalent is also carefully integrated, so that by the conclusion of the four volume series students should recognize over 500 characters!

Joint Publishing (HK), 2005-2007 – 8 ½ x 11 ½

---

Chinese Made Easy  By Ma Yamin & Li Xinying

Popular for use with grades 6-12, attractively designed and considered a lifesaver among teachers, this textbook presents a wide variety of current and fun topics. Gradual progress in language skills is paced carefully with reinforcement. Upon completing this series students will learn 1,700 characters along with several thousand phrases. Chart set includes 23 posters.

Joint Publishing (HK), 2001-2007 – 8 ½ x 11 ½
New Practical Chinese Reader
By Liu Xun

This five volume series with textbooks, workbooks, CD's and instructor's manual has proven most popular over the last few years in the undergraduate textbook market. A must-have for any college Mandarin course.

Beijing Language and Culture Univ. Press, 2004-2006 – 8 ½ x 11

Contemporary Chinese
By Wu Zhongwei

Popular text with an emphasis on learning Chinese in the context of real social settings.

Smolinghua, 2003 – 7 ¼ x 10 ¼

Practicing HSK Grammar
By Zhang Jing

While Practicing HSK Grammar is designed for the foreign students taking the HSK in mind, it can also be used as a reference book and primer for learning and understanding Chinese grammar.


PRHSGR $14.95

2,000 Chinese Characters
By M.Q. Xu

Highly useful reference two-way reference (simplified-traditional and traditional-simplified) for the 2,000 most commonly-encountered Chinese characters. Essential for the student or scholar. Provides additional indices in Pinyin, Zhuyin, radical, and stroke order.


TWTHCH $4.99
Chinese Phonetic System: Hanyu Pinyin
By M.Q. Xu
How to properly pronounce Chinese words is an important step that new students often overlook. This color-coded chart helps beginners master this system immediately and begin their process of Mandarin learning.
China Books, 2006 - 24 x 36
ISBN: 9781835127001  Description: Wall Chart
CHART-1 $9.95

Common Radicals of Chinese Characters
By M.Q. Xu
Chinese characters and their components can be difficult to distinguish for those used to alphabet based languages. Learn the historic and linguistic grouping of radicals, clearly presented in this colorful chart that shows each radical with pinyin pronunciation, origin, meaning and examples of use.
China Books, 2006 - 24 x 36
ISBN: 9781835127018  Description: Wall Chart
CHART-2 $9.95

Chinese History
Spanning the grand history of China from the Prehistoric 1500 B.C. to the 2008 Olympics, the perfect-for-classrooms chart combines facts, maps, time lines and dynasty breakdowns all into an easy-to-follow format. Learn how rulers were defeated, when heroes emerged to defend the country, when epic novels were written and more!
Odyssey Publications, 2006 - 23 x 35
ISBN: 9789622177826  Description: Wall Chart
CHART-3 $12.95

Chinese Character Poster Pack
The ten posters in this set will introduce basic vocabulary to children in an easy to absorb format. With bright images, pinyin and characters, teachers can be confident that hanging these in their classroom will aid student’s learning and brighten the classroom!
Sinolingua, 2007 - 24 X 36
ISBN: 9787802002982
CHART-4 $49.95

Eazy Chinese Wall Charts
Color your classroom with these basic and informative charts. Each box comes with a set of six: 2 Human-related, 2 Man-made Things and 2 Natural World. These have been wildly popular among teachers starting Chinese programs.
Beijing Language and Culture Univ. Press, 2005 - 15 x 30
WACHCH $24.95
Harvest Intermediate Chinese

Harvest is a four-skill intermediate Chinese program that integrates the teaching of the language and culture. The program comprises 6 units, 12 lessons and covers a wide variety of cultural topics such as school life, family, festivals, Chinese ethnic minorities, famous people, Chinese literature and arts. The Workbook, sold separately, follows the theme of each unit to provide additional reading, writing, listening and speaking practice. The bound-in CDs provide the audio program for all listening activities. The Harvest program is designed for high school students who have studied Chinese as a foreign language for at least 3 years. Excellent for AP Chinese.

Beijing Normal Univ. Publishing Group & Cengage Learning, 2008 - 8 ½ x 11

- Textbook
  - ISBN: 9787561914038
  - Pages: 200
  - HAINTE $29.95

- Workbook + 2 CDs
  - ISBN: 97808981253079
  - Pages: 140
  - HAINWO $29.95

I Can Read That!

By Julie Mazel Sussman

Know which toilet to use! Photographs of actual street signs, and clear, concise explanations make this pocket-sized book invaluable for even the most linguistically impaired. Distinguish street signs, decipher dates, decode bills and defuse possible embarrassment--its all here.

China Books, 1994 - 4 ¾ x 7
ISBN: 9780835125338
Pages: 176
ICARE $8.95

Chinese Character Flashcards 888

Contains 888 up-to-date flashcards, including Internet, business and daily usage terms. Each two-sided card contains character on one side and pinyin, tone mark, English translation and related phrases on the other.

China Books, 2007 - 7 ¼ x 9 ½
ISBN: 9780835126786
888 2x3 Flashcards
CHCFL $32.95

Essential Chinese for Travelers

By Fan Zhilong

With over 2,000 useful words and phrases, plus a sixty page dictionary, this handy, pocket-sized guide book will help any traveler overcome common obstacles in China without a translator.

China Books, 1996 - 5 ½ x 4 ½
ISBN: 9780835125369
Pages: 224
ESCHTR $9.95

Download free audio version at www.chinabooks.com

Chinese SAT II: Sample Tests

Contains sample tests and tips on how to score high on the SAT II Subject Test in Chinese. Includes a free audio CD with questions that test grammar, reading and listening comprehension. Sample tests are in simplified and traditional Chinese.

Association of No. California Chinese Teachers, 2005 - 2007 - 8 ½ x 11

- Volume 1
  - ISBN: 9781424300997
  - Pages: 194
  - SAT2 $24.95

- Volume 2
  - ISBN: 9780979182617
  - Pages: 134
  - SATII2 $24.95
Chinese Learning Cards for HSK
By Sun Tao
Focusing on the Hanyu Shuiping Kaoshi (HSK), a national standardized test for non-native speakers of Chinese, these double-sided flashcards contain stroke order, pinyin with tone marks, English translation and related phrases.
Morning Glory Publishers, 2005 - 10 x 7 ¾
ISBN: 9787505412682 Pages: 276
CHLECA $14.95

Picture Characters
LEARNING CHARACTERS THROUGH PICTOGRAPHS
By Licheng Gu
A breakthrough in learning to read and write Chinese. This method of character representation has been successful with teachers for its use of images that depict characters artistically and allow for vivid mental pictures that prove easy to remember. Acclaimed Northwestern University Professor Gu, who received his Ph. D in using humor in the classroom, promotes the use of creativity to study Chinese. Teachers nationwide swear by its methods!
China Books, 2006 - 7 ½ x 10 ½
ISBN: 9780835126892 Pages: 260
PICHLE $24.95

TRADITIONAL
By Jeannette L. Faurot
Learning Classical Chinese has never been easier! This introduction to literary Chinese (wenyan) outlines its structure including grammar, basic vocabulary, cultural notes, translations and exercises. In traditional Chinese.
China Books, 1995 - 9 x 11
ISBN: 9780835125376 Pages: 144
GACHCL $12.95
Download free audio version at www.chinabooks.com

Popular Chinese Expressions
By Li Jieyang & Li Jieming
This book-and-CD set divides expressions and slang by the social contexts in which they occur with explanations showing positive and negative uses of each phrase.
Sinolingua, 2007 - 6 ¾ x 9
ISBN: 9787802001008 Pages: 350
POCHER $12.95

New Slang Of China
By Li Shujuan & Yan Gangli
With over 1,300 entries of the most popular and widely used current slang, this handy dictionary, arranged in alphabetical pinyin order, is essential for everyday communication in China.
New World Press, 2001 – 5 x 8
ISBN: 9787800055645 Pages: 358
NESLCH $16.95

Pop Mandarin
By Kirsten Ditterich-Shilakes & Janey Chen
Frustrated by predictable textbooks? Enter new colloquial conversational realms in business, politics, the internet, society, arts, entertainment, medicine, adoption and more.
Red Mansions Publishers, 2005 - 8 x 8
ISBN: 9781891688041 Pages: 236
POMAND $17.95

Drinking with the Moon
By Jeannette Faurot
China’s greatest poets, such as Li Po, Du Fu, and Su Shi, are anthologized in this collection of classical poems. Vocabulary list, author’s biography and literal translation are included.
China Books, 1995 – 8 x 11
ISBN: 9780835126397 Pages: 150
DRMOON $16.95
Download free audio version at www.chinabooks.com

Chinese Learning Cards for HSK
By Sun Tao
Focusing on the Hanyu Shuiping Kaoshi (HSK), a national standardized test for non-native speakers of Chinese, these double-sided flashcards contain stroke order, pinyin with tone marks, English translation and related phrases.
Morning Glory Publishers, 2005 - 10 x 7 ¾
ISBN: 9787505413108 Pages: 276
CHLECA $14.95
**Five Language Visual Dictionary**  
*By Jia Wenpo & Che Yuping*

Across every page, this Five Language Visual Dictionary bursts with colors and photos of everyday life. Each section, which can range from leisure and people to sports and work, has definitions in English, French, German, Japanese and Chinese.  

*Foreign Languages Press, 2005 - 8 x 9 ½  
ISBN: 9787560038315  Pages: 462  
*FILAVI $34.95*


---

**Concise English-Chinese Chinese-English Dictionary**  
*Third Edition*  
*By Martin H. Manser*

Now in its highly-acclaimed third edition, this pocket-sized classic has been enlarged with 25% more pages containing new vocabulary and additional words and phrases. Pinyin, simplified and traditional Chinese characters and examples of a word’s usage accompany the more than 20,000 entries.  

*The Commercial Press/Oxford Univ Press, 2004 – 3 ½ x 6 ¼  
ISBN: 9787100039338  Pages: 676  
*COENC1 $16.95*

---

**Xinhua Dictionary With English Translation**  
*With an estimated 400 million copies sold over the years, this has become the most popular pocket-sized, Chinese-English dictionary around. Features include sample texts in Chinese with corresponding English definitions as well as large, clear characters and an easily navigable radical-search system.  
*Commercial Press, 2001 – 4 ¾ x 7 ½  
ISBN: 9787801031983  Pages: 928  
*XIDIEN $18.95*  
*XIDIEN-T $18.95*  
*XINHUA POCKET DICTIONARY (CHINESE ONLY) Commercial Press, 2006 – 3 x 4  
ISBN: 9787100039514  Pages: 660  
*XIZIR $8.95*  

---

**Xinhua Pocket Dictionary (Chinese Only)**  
*Commercial Press, 2006 – 3 x 4  
ISBN: 9787100039514  Pages: 660  
*XIZIR $8.95*  

---

**A New Learner’s Dictionary Series**

This popular student dictionary now provides authoritative coverage of over 97,400 words and phrases from every major field of reference, in addition to daily general vocabulary. Thousands of examples illustrate and expand on how and when a word can be used.

---

**English-Chinese Chinese-English Dictionary**  
*97,400 Words & Phrases.  
Sinolingua, 2008 - 6 x 8 ¼  
ISBN: 9787802003583  Pages: 1104  
*NELECE $14.95*

**Chinese-English Dictionary**  
*91,500 Words & Phrases. Compact size.  
Sinolingua, 2008 – 4 ½ x 6  
ISBN: 9787802003576  Pages: 1142  
*NELECES $9.95*
Chinese Characters Series

By Lo Ching-Yu

Learn Chinese characters in their traditional form. The perfect introduction to the origins of Chinese writing, suitable for children and adults, each book has an accompanying CD-ROM (PC's only) that incorporates games and listening comprehension, allowing for self-study.

Sinolingua, 2002 - 7 ¼ x 10 ¼
ISBN: 9787802004009  Pages: 256
WHCHCH $18.95

A Kaleidoscope of Chinese Culture

By Zhang Yajun

An excellent supplementary reader on important aspects of traditional culture: characters, colors, numbers, animals, plants, food, festivals, etc. Chinese text is followed by English translation, vocabulary, notes, examples of use and questions. Intermediate to advanced.

Sinolingua, 2008 - 7 ¼ x 10 ¼
ISBN: 9787802004009  Pages: 256
KACHCU $19.95

Favorite Traditional Children Songs CD

Fifteen traditional Chinese songs, from “Bees at Work” to “The Tree Song”, make it fun for youngsters as they listen and sing-along to a second language! Your children can sing the same songs that children in China sing. Includes booklet with lyrics in Chinese, pinyin (romanization) and English translation.

The Language Workshop for Children, 2007 - CD with lyric notes
FATRCH $16.95

Chinese Characters for Beginners

CHCHBE $19.95

Amazing Chinese Characters 1: Animals

AMCHC1 $19.95

Amazing Chinese Characters 2: Plants & Nature

ISBN: 9789868050723  Pages: 122 + CD-ROM
AMCHC2 $19.95

China: A Kaleidoscope Kids Book

By Debbi Michiko Florence

With the 2008 Olympics in Beijing a rousing success, there is now much attention and focus on China. Here is a wonderful way for children to dig in with their hands, feet and minds and gain access to 4,000 years of China’s history, traditions and culture. Extensive photos, illustrations, diagrams, interviews, and activities will help all children form a deeper understanding of China and its people.

Williamson Books, 2008 - 9 x 10
CHKAKI $12.95

What's in a Chinese Character?

By Tan Huay Peng

Over 360 examples, presented two to a page, using a cartoon style that helps students remember the images that make up these basic characters.

New World Press, 2002 - 7 x 10
ISBN: 978780055157  Pages: 208
WHCHCH $18.95

Chinese Crosswords

By Tong Yan & Ying Fu

This revolutionary new approach to puzzle solving and language learning uses the established crossword puzzle format to improve Chinese sentence structure and grammar. Clues are given in English whereas the answers must be completed using Chinese characters.

Long River Press, 2007 - 7 ½ x 7 ¾
ISBN: 9781592650736  Pages: 170
CHCROS $4.99

Practical Chinese Learning Game

By Wendy Lin

Using an assortment of board games, with ten possible levels of advancement, students are pushed to recognize characters, make sentences, and exercise their powers of recall. Ideal for all ages.

Creative World Ent., 2003, 10 games, 2 charts, 2 sets of flashcards.
ISBN: 9780972952156
PRCHLE $19.95

Traditional Characters Set

ISBN: 9780972952163
PRCHLE-T $19.95
### Chinese 300 LEARN TEN SENTENCES IN A DAY (WITH MP3)

_complied by Zhang Yanjun & Mao Chendong_

This new edition of the popular Chinese 300 (sentences) book, now with MP3, is designed for those seeking a short course in conversational Chinese. Thirty lessons cover just about every situation someone visiting or living in China might encounter, from making phone calls to seeing a doctor, from sight-seeing to shopping.

Sinolingua, 2008 - 5 ½ x 8
ISBN: 9787802003958  Pages: 206

CHTHHU $13.95

### Interactive Chinese

More than 20 Chinese experts took part in the planning and editing of this product, which uses words, sounds, pictures, animation and music, to teach Mandarin Chinese. With over 300,000 Chinese words, over 1 CD-ROM, 1 DVD-ROM and 8 books, this book will get you prepared for the HSK or daily usage.

Beijing Huawenshengshi Education, 2005 - 7 ½ x 10 ½

INTECH $87.95

### Sinolingua Literature Series with MP3

#### 100 Ancient Chinese Poems

_By Zhu Hongda & Wu Jiemin_

This updated edition (now with MP3) has collected 100 of the very best classical Chinese poems from the Zhou through the Qing Dynasties. Each poem is presented in Chinese with pinyin, English translation, commentary and notes about the poet in Chinese. A great introduction for upper-level language students into China’s rich literary tradition.

Sinolingua, 2008 - 5 ¾ x 8 ¼
ISBN: 9787802003934 Pages: 164

ONANCH $12.95

#### The Besieged City

_By Qian Zhongshu_

This new edition (with MP3) is an abridged version of author Qian Zhongshu’s well-known novel detailing the lives of a group of urban intellectuals in Japanese-occupied China in the late 1930’s. Each chapter, in Chinese with pinyin, presents new vocabulary, notes, exercises and questions.

Sinolingua, 2008 - 5 ¾ x 8 ¼
ISBN: 9787802003903 Pages: 196

BECITY $12.95

#### The Ba Jin Trilogy

This abridged version of Ba Jin’s famous trilogy details the conflicts leading to the decline of the venerable Gao family over three tumultuous generations. Suitable for intermediate students of Chinese with a 2,000 word vocabulary, this is a great aid in reading the original novels. New words and notes are explained in English, and each text comes with MP3 to assist in listening comprehension. Sold individually.

Sinolingua, 2008 - 5 ¾ x 8 ¼

_Family_ ISBN: 9787802003910  Pages: 150

FAMILY $12.95

_Spring_ ISBN: 9787802003927  Pages: 142

SPRING $12.95

_Autumn_ ISBN: 9787802003934  Pages: 196

AUTUMN $12.95

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Publisher, Year</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Business Chinese</td>
<td>By Meiru Liu</td>
<td>Portland State University Professor Meiru Liu has mastered the pedagogy of teaching Chinese for beginner/intermediate Mandarin students in business. This hefty 440-page textbook, intended to span one academic year, includes 16 lessons in conversational and cultural exercises to help any aspiring international businessperson get their foot into the door of the world’s fastest growing economy. Beijing University Press, 2006 - 8 ½ x 11</td>
<td>China Books, 2007, ISBN: 9787301052590</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical Business Chinese</td>
<td>By Wei Hong</td>
<td>Purdue Professor Wei Hong’s text for second-year students presents topics ranging from foreign trade to transportation. This updated edition includes vocabulary on technology such as email correspondence and internet usage. China Books, 2007, ISBN: 9787301052590</td>
<td>Pages: 160</td>
<td>PRBUCH</td>
<td>$16.95, PRBUDV</td>
<td>$14.95, PRBUSET</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Business Trip to China</td>
<td>By Xiaojun Wang</td>
<td>Each lesson is set up to parallel a Chinese business experience, covering a specific topic along the way such as arriving at the airport and at the hotel, going to the bank, attending a business meeting and banquet, shopping, negotiating and signing a contract, visiting a factory, making business connections and saying farewell. Beijing Language and Culture Press, 2005 - 8 ½ x 11 ¼</td>
<td>Vol. 1: BUTRCH1, ISBN: 9787561915440, Pages: 286</td>
<td>Vol. 2: BUTRCH2, ISBN: 9787561915240, Pages: 302</td>
<td>$25.95, $25.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Chinese 500</td>
<td>By Liu Yan Hui &amp; Liu Ye Qing</td>
<td>Business Chinese 500 is designed for the increasing number of business people who are going to China to conduct business who have progressed beyond the elementary level in Chinese. The contents focus on the key links of trade and are arranged according to the general procedure in business transactions. Sinolingua, 2008 - 7 ¼ x 10 ¼</td>
<td>ISBN: 9787802064016</td>
<td>Pages: 200</td>
<td>BUCHFI $14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Chinese For Success</td>
<td>By Yuan Fangyuan</td>
<td>Designed for intermediate/advanced students and incorporating case studies of real Chinese companies, this book succeeds in putting language instruction in a context that is relevant to cross-cultural, modern, business environment. Beijing University Press, 2005 - 7 x 10</td>
<td>ISBN: 9787301080146</td>
<td>Pages: 380</td>
<td>BUCHSU $32.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ChinesePod Starter Kit

Podcasts are fast becoing a favorite way to learn Mandarin. Here's a 6-month Premium subscription (normally $150) to one of the best in the business: ChinesePod. The CD-ROMs contain 100 innovative Chinese audio lessons hand-picked to be immediately useful to beginners. The workbook has notes for each of the lessons, including the dialogues in Chinese characters and pinyin, with definitions for key vocabulary.
Chinese Pod, 2008 - 6 ½ x 8 ¼
ISBN: 9781605852058
6-Month Premium ChinesePod.com Subscription + Workbook + CD-ROM
CHPOST $98.95

iSpeak Chinese Mandarin Phrasebook

By Alex Chapin & Jin Zhang

Turn your iPod into a portable translator and put 1,500 Chinese phrases in your pocket as easy as 1-2-3. Designed for use with iPod, other MP3 players, and usable on computers.
McGraw Hill, 2007 - 5 ½ x 7 ½
ISBN: 9780071492959
1 MP3 audio disc & 64-page booklet
ISCHMA $12.95

Teach Yourself

Based on the very latest learning methods and designed to be enjoyable and user-friendly. Package includes two 60-minute CDs and a book.
McGraw Hill, 2003-2004, - 6 ½ x 9 ½

Teach Yourself Mandarin Chinese

COMPLETE COURSE PACKAGE (BOOK + 2 CDs)
By Elizabeth Scurfield
ISBN: 9780071430335 Pages: 356 Pages
TEYOMA $26.95

Teach Yourself Cantonese

COMPLETE COURSE PACKAGE (BOOK + 2 CDs)
By Hugh Baker & Ho Piu-Kei
TEYOCA $24.95

Practical Chinese

By Wang Hailong

A series of handy pocket guides designed to address the language needs of students in every aspects of their daily life imaginable. Suitable for students who have mastered 800-1000 Chinese characters. Accompanying CD-ROMs are available for select titles.
Beijing Language and Culture Univ. Press, 2003-2004 – 4 ½ x 7 ¼

Chinese for Leisure Life

Everything from hiking to cooking, bungee jumping, and yes, we're afraid, karaoke.
ISBN: 9787561912041 Pages: 196
CHLELI $7.95

Chinese for Tourism

Covers all the basics: arriving, checking-in, eating out, shopping, sight-seeing and more.
ISBN: 9787561912058 Pages: 358
CHTOUR $7.95

Measure Words

The Chinese people have more than 150 measure words to help them count all different type of things. Can you ever learn them all?
ISBN: 9787561912058 Pages: 358
PRUNME $7.95

Humorous Chinese

Did you hear that one about the carrot and the cabbage? That and more than 100 other jokes compiled for your amusement.
ISBN: 9787561911655 Pages: 210
HUCHIN $7.95
CD-ROM
ISBN: 978887032096
HUCHCD $6.95

Telephone Chinese

Buying tickets, reserving a table, getting a plumber to fix a leak, and more.
ISBN: 9787561911648 Pages: 254
TECHIN $7.95
CD-ROM
ISBN: 978887031792
TECHCD $6.95

Chinese for Leisure Life

Everything from hiking to cooking, bungee jumping, and yes, we're afraid, karaoke.
ISBN: 9787561912041 Pages: 220
CHLELI $7.95
CD-ROM
ISBN: 978887031888
CHLECD $6.95

Basic Chinese Sentences

Sorted by places, such as trains, hotels, hospitals, and functions, such as requests and commands.
ISBN: 9787561911662 Pages: 326
BACHSE $7.95
CD-ROM
ISBN: 978887031822
BACHSC $6.95
# Great Wall Chinese Essentials in Communication

Official textbooks for Confucius Schools, undergraduate and high school. With CD. Beijing Language and Culture University Press, 2005, 8 ¼ x 11 ¼

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pgs</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRWACE1</td>
<td>9787561914793</td>
<td>Textbook Vol. 1</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRWACE2</td>
<td>9787561914809</td>
<td>Textbook Vol. 2</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRWACE3</td>
<td>9787561914816</td>
<td>Textbook Vol. 3</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRWACE4</td>
<td>9787561914823</td>
<td>Textbook Vol. 4</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRWACE5</td>
<td>9787561914830</td>
<td>Textbook Vol. 5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRWACE6</td>
<td>9787561914847</td>
<td>Textbook Vol. 6</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Magical Chinese Characters

Written by Chinese teaching experts from China and the United States and international schools in Beijing and Shanghai, this series features a unique teaching method which makes it easy for teachers to give guidance and instruction to students mastering the language. Beijing Language and Culture Univ. Press, 2005 – 8 ¼ x 11 ¼

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pgs</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MACHCH1</td>
<td>9787561913734</td>
<td>Book 1 with CD</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACHCH2</td>
<td>9787561915318</td>
<td>Book 2 with CD</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUBLCD1</td>
<td>9787900689030</td>
<td>CD-ROM for Book 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Beijing Pointers Daily Phrases Olympic Terms

Don’t know a word of Chinese but know how to point? Then travel around Beijing with this handy guide full of color photos. Specifically designed with an Olympics trip in mind, so you can hurdle the Chinese language barrier and have an experience worthy of a gold medal!

Foreign Languages Press, 2006 – 6 x 8
ISBN: 9787119045047 Pages: 186

BEPODA $12.95

# The Pocket Interpreter Chinese

Travel China with this handy Mandarin pocket guide that contains everything you need from local snacks to Chinese Operas. Some special features include: simplified lessons on “What You’ll Hear” and on signs, plus an extensive, targeted English-Chinese dictionary. Includes a mini-CD to help with pronunciation.

Foreign Languages Press, 2007 – 4 ¼ x 7
ISBN: 9787119047928 Pages: 216

POINCH $9.95

# Chinese Quick Guides with CD

Long River Press, 205 – 4 x 4 ½

- **Essential Chinese Characters**
  By Brenda Yaxin Qian
  ISBN: 9781592650543
  Pages: 144 + CD
  ESCHCH $3.99↓

- **Chinese Etiquette and Culture**
  By Cathy Xiaoxia Zhou
  ISBN: 9781592650446
  Pages: 126 + CD
  CHETCU $4.99↓

- **Popular Chinese Phrases and Expressions**
  By Cathy Xiaoxia Zhou
  ISBN: 9781592650279
  Pages: 138 + CD
  POCHPH $4.99↓

- **Talking in Chinese**
  By Jane Choate
  ISBN: 9781592650262
  Pages: 128 + CD
  TACHPR $4.99↓
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Four Seasons: Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter 4 VOL. SET
By Wenzi Kafei

Never too young to start reading! This set of four picture-and-word books designed for the toddlers will dazzle them with bright and colorful pictures of animals, plants and things from the four seasons. Fujian Children’s Publishing House, 2008 - 6 x 6
ISBN: 9787539531694, 9787539531700, 9787539531717, 9787539532271 Pages: 72
FOSESET $5.95

Bedtime Story: Little Candle, Little Stopper, Little Spinner, Little Marble 4 VOL. SET
By Bao Dong Ni

An uplifting story about two best friends, Isaac and James, and their discovery of the cause and effect relationship between our cities’ storm drains and the world’s oceans, lakes and rivers. It is sure to inspire both young and adult readers alike and teach a timeless lesson—If we all do our part, a cleaner, safer environment is indeed within our reach. Chinese version of a world popular story. Freedom Three Publishing, 2007 - 10 ¼ x 8 ¼, Hardcover
ISBN: 9780971425446 Pages: 24
ALWAOC $14.95

Children’s Bedtime Stories: Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter 4 VOL. SET
By Wang Zhiying

The Children’s Bedtime Stories set has collected 48 of China and the World’s most famous and interesting children stories that is perfect for bedtime reading. Many of them are the ones you read growing up. The stories are written in a simple and easy to follow language and are beautifully illustrated. Your children will be inspired to read on their own as you make it a habit of reading to them. This is a gift for their life. 21st Century Publishing House, 2008 - 7 ¼ x 6 ¾
ISBN: 9787539143705, 9787539143712, 9787539143729, 9787539143736 Pages: 472
CHBESET $13.95

Year of The Tiger NEW!
By Oliver Chin

2010 is the Year of the Tiger! Despite his parent’s warnings, a princely cub befriends a human, the girl Su. But can Teddy prove the jungle is big enough for both man and beast? The fifth book in the popular series Tales of the Chinese Zodiac features all twelve animals of the new year! Immedium, Inc, 2009 – 10 x 10, Hardcover
ISBN: 9781597020206 Pages: 36
YETIGE $15.95

Year of The Rat
ISBN: 9781597020114 Pages: 36
YERATA $15.95

Year of The Ox
ISBN: 9781597020152 Pages: 36
YEAROX $15.95

The Children’s Bedtime Stories set has collected 48 of China and the World’s most famous and interesting children stories that is perfect for bedtime reading. Many of them are the ones you read growing up. The stories are written in a simple and easy to follow language and are beautifully illustrated. Your children will be inspired to read on their own as you make it a habit of reading to them. This is a gift for their life. 21st Century Publishing House, 2008 - 7 ¼ x 6 ¾
ISBN: 9787539143705, 9787539143712, 9787539143729, 9787539143736 Pages: 472
CHBESET $13.95

Tong Xiang Hai Yang, All the Way to the Ocean
By Marq Spusta

An uplifting story about two best friends, Isaac and James, and their discovery of the cause and effect relationship between our cities’ storm drains and the world’s oceans, lakes and rivers. It is sure to inspire both young and adult readers alike and teach a timeless lesson—If we all do our part, a cleaner, safer environment is indeed within our reach. Chinese version of a world popular story. Freedom Three Publishing, 2007 - 10 ¼ x 8 ¼, Hardcover
ISBN: 9780971425446 Pages: 24
ALWAOC $14.95

Julie Black Belt
By Oliver Chin

When Julie takes a kung fu class, she thinks getting a black belt will be easy. But her bold teacher says guess again! As reality doesn’t match her expectations, Julie wonders what would her matinee idol Brandy Wu do? Immedium, 2007 9 x 10 ¾, Hardcover
ISBN: 9781597020091 Pages: 36
JUBLBE $15.95

Story time for the young adventurers!
Sinolingua, 2008 - 7 ½ x 8 ¼
ISBN: 9787539533025, 9787539533001, 9787539533018, 9787539533032 Pages: 192
BESTSET $9.95

Julie Black Belt
By Oliver Chin

When Julie takes a kung fu class, she thinks getting a black belt will be easy. But her bold teacher says guess again! As reality doesn’t match her expectations, Julie wonders what would her matinee idol Brandy Wu do? Immedium, 2007
9 x 10 ¾, Hardcover
ISBN: 9781597020091 Pages: 36
JUBLBE $15.95

Year of The Ox
ISBN: 9781597020152 Pages: 36
YEAROX $15.95
### BookBox Stories

Created by child expert, Dr. Brij Kothari, BookBox Stories come alive and helps children improve reading skills at the same time. Using scientifically tested SLS (same language subtitling), children will be able to improve their listening comprehension, reading skill and foreign language skills through fun enchanting holiday stories and stories around the world. A portion of the proceeds is to support literacy for billions through PlanetRead, a non-profit organization. *English, Chinese with English, Chinese Subtitles*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stories from Around the World DVD</th>
<th>Heartwarming Stories DVD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STARWO <strong>$24.95</strong></td>
<td>HESTOR <strong>$24.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Celebrating Chinese New Year

**AN ACTIVITY BOOK**

Celebrating Chinese New Year: An Activity Book is a fun-filled craft, activity and resource book for the Chinese New Year. You can make a dragon parade, a paper lantern, Chinese candy box and red lucky envelopes (hongbao) following simple directions and have fun learning about your Chinese Zodiac signs. Excellent resource for parents and teachers with children ages 5 to 10. Master Communication, 2009 - 8 ½ x 11

ISBN: 9781932457049  Pages: 32

CECHNE **$7.95**

### Watch & Learn Chinese with Professor Toto

The Professor Toto Language Education Series is a fun, effective method for young children to learn a language at an early start. Includes a DVD with Professor Toto’s class as they laugh and learn vocabulary for animals, clothes, colors, food, counting, actions and more; two complete scripts in English and Chinese and a parent’s guide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book &amp; DVD Part I</th>
<th>Book &amp; DVD Part II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WALECH1 <strong>$29.95</strong></td>
<td>WALECH2 <strong>$29.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mandy and Pandy

**BOOK AND CD SET**

*By Chris Lin*

Mandy is a curious pre-school Chinese girl living in America. Her friend, Pandy the panda, teaches her about Chinese culture and language. Each book comes with its own CD to help with spoken Mandarin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mandy and Pandy Visit the Zoo NEW!</th>
<th>Mandy and Pandy Say Ni Hao</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAPAZO <strong>$12.95</strong></td>
<td>MAPASA <strong>$12.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mandy and Pandy Play “What Colors Do You See?” NEW!</th>
<th>Mandy and Pandy Play Let’s Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAPAWH <strong>$12.95</strong></td>
<td>MAPAPL <strong>$12.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mandy and Pandy Play Sports</th>
<th>Mandy and Pandy Visit China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAPAPS <strong>$12.95</strong></td>
<td>MAPAVI <strong>$12.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Celebrating Chinese New Year

- Mandy and Pandy Visit the Zoo NEW!
- Mandy and Pandy Play “What Colors Do You See?” NEW!
- Mandy and Pandy Visit China
Wo Zhen Bang...My Awesome Children’s Story
20 VOLUME SET

Filled with many wonderful watercolors, pastels and colored-pencil illustrations, this 20-volume storybook set is a perfect bedtime reader. The end of each book also includes a few pages of fun parent-child exercises. Sold as a set or individually. 36 pages each.
Jiangsu Children's Publishing House, 2007 – 8½ x 7

Wo Zhen Bang $34.95 (OR $3.95 EACH)

Ta You Dian Bai, He’s Looking Pale
ISBN: 9787534626432 WOZHBA1

Zai Jian Lao Peng, Goodbye Mr. Peng
ISBN: 9787534628085 WOZHBA2

Pang Pang Zhu Gan Mao Le, Chubby The Pig Catches a Cold
ISBN: 9787534628092 WOZHBA3

Huang Ye Er Tiao Wu, Yellow Leaf Dances
ISBN: 9787534626449 WOZHBA4

Xue Hua Piao Xia Lai, Falling Snowflakes
ISBN: 9787534628177 WOZHBA5

Xiao Shu Xiong Chu Men, Little Koala Goes Out
ISBN: 9787534626418 WOZHBA6

Shou Juan Song Gei Xiao Ye Tu, A Hankie For The Wild Bunny
ISBN: 9787534628184 WOZHBA7

Qi Miao San, The Magic Umbrella
ISBN: 9787534624926 WOZHBA8

Yong Gan De Jiang Bei, Champion of Bravery
ISBN: 9787534628061 WOZHBA9

Wo Xihuan...I Like Chinese Children’s Stories
8 VOLUME SET

Filled with vibrant watercolors, pastels and colored-pencil illustrations, this 8-volume set is perfect for young readers who are ready to write Chinese. Each story is written in simplified Chinese with pinyin pronunciation. At the end of each book there are writing lessons based on particular radicals. Sold as a set or individually. 36 pages each.
Jiangsu Children’s Publishing House, 2007 – 8 x 7

Wo Xihuan $13.95 (OR $3.95 EACH)

Pi Pi Shu Yi Jia Ou Ye Can, The Pipi’s Go For A Picnic
ISBN: 9787534636974 WOXIH1

Bian Fu Xian Sheng De Hua Yuan, Mr. Bat’s Garden
ISBN: 9787534637018 WOXIH2

Shui Wa Wa Hui Jia, Go Home, Water Baby
ISBN: 9787534636990 WOXIH3

Zai Pi Pi Shu Jia Zhao Mi Cang, Playing Hide And Go Seek At The Pipi’s House
ISBN: 9787534637001 WOXIH4

Lao Lang Lao Lang Ji Dian Zhong, Mr. Wolf, Mr. Wolf, What Time Is It?
ISBN: 9787534636981 WOXIH5

Cheng Men Cheng Men Ji Da Gao, How Tall Is The City Wall?
ISBN: 9787534637025 WOXIH6

Tu Tu Tiao Sheng, Bunny Jumps Rope
ISBN: 9787534636967 WOXIH7

Hong Ma Yi De Jie Ri Li Wu, The Red Ant’s Holiday Present
ISBN: 9787534637032 WOXIH8

Pi Pi Shu Yi Jia Ou Ye Can, The Pipi’s Go For A Picnic
ISBN: 9787534636974 WOXIH1

Bian Fu Xian Sheng De Hua Yuan, Mr. Bat’s Garden
ISBN: 9787534637018 WOXIH2

Shui Wa Wa Hui Jia, Go Home, Water Baby
ISBN: 9787534636990 WOXIH3

Zai Pi Pi Shu Jia Zhao Mi Cang, Playing Hide And Go Seek At The Pipi’s House
ISBN: 9787534637001 WOXIH4

Lao Lang Lao Lang Ji Dian Zhong, Mr. Wolf, Mr. Wolf, What Time Is It?
ISBN: 9787534636981 WOXIH5

Cheng Men Cheng Men Ji Da Gao, How Tall Is The City Wall?
ISBN: 9787534637025 WOXIH6

Tu Tu Tiao Sheng, Bunny Jumps Rope
ISBN: 9787534636967 WOXIH7

Hong Ma Yi De Jie Ri Li Wu, The Red Ant’s Holiday Present
ISBN: 9787534637032 WOXIH8

Ta You Dian Bai, He’s Looking Pale
ISBN: 9787534626432 WOZHBA1

Zai Jian Lao Peng, Goodbye Mr. Peng
ISBN: 9787534628085 WOZHBA2

Pang Pang Zhu Gan Mao Le, Chubby The Pig Catches a Cold
ISBN: 9787534628092 WOZHBA3

Huang Ye Er Tiao Wu, Yellow Leaf Dances
ISBN: 9787534626449 WOZHBA4

Xue Hua Piao Xia Lai, Falling Snowflakes
ISBN: 9787534628177 WOZHBA5

Xiao Shu Xiong Chu Men, Little Koala Goes Out
ISBN: 9787534626418 WOZHBA6

Shou Juan Song Gei Xiao Ye Tu, A Hankie For The Wild Bunny
ISBN: 9787534628184 WOZHBA7

Qi Miao San, The Magic Umbrella
ISBN: 9787534624926 WOZHBA8

Yong Gan De Jiang Bei, Champion of Bravery
ISBN: 9787534628061 WOZHBA9
Science and Environmental for Children  

**8 VOLUME SET**

This delightful 8-book series looks at each of its subjects in an amusing historical and scientific perspective. Colorful illustrations, fun facts and “to-do” activities are included with each story that truly make reading these a delight. Sold as a set or individually. 40 pages each.

**SCENPR** $19.95 (OR $3.95 EACH)

- **Su Liao Dai De Gu Shi, The Story of Plastic Bags**  
  ISBN: 9787536687196  
  **SULIDA**

- **Kuai Zi De Gu Shi, The Story of Chopsticks**  
  ISBN: 9787536687165  
  **KUZIDE**

- **Zi Lai Shui De Gu Shi, The Story of Tap Water**  
  ISBN: 9787536687172  
  **ZILASH**

- **Bo Li De Gu Shi, The Story of Glass**  
  ISBN: 9787536687141  
  **BOLIDE**

- **Pao Pao Tang De Gu Shi, The Story of Bubble Gum**  
  ISBN: 9787536687226  
  **PAPATA**

- **Pi Xie De Gu Shi, The Story of Shoes**  
  ISBN: 9787536687158  
  **PIXIDE**

- **Dian Chi De Gu Shi, The Story of Batteries**  
  ISBN: 9787536687219  
  **DICHDE**

- **Zhi De Gu Shi, The Story of Paper**  
  ISBN: 9787536687189  
  **ZHDEGU**

---

Baby Learner Series  

**4 VOLUME SET**

Recognize different shapes and objects while learning Chinese! On the left side of each page, there are images to compare to, and on the right a trigger question or poem. Ages 2 and above. Basic level of Chinese. Sold as a set or individually. 48 pages each.

**YISET** $14.95 (OR $4.95 EACH)

- **Bi Yi Bi, Let’s Compare**  
  ISBN: 9787500781103  
  **BIYIBI**

- **Zhao Yi Zhao, Let’s Seek**  
  ISBN: 9787500781110  
  **ZHYIZH**

- **Shu Yi Shu, Let’s Count**  
  ISBN: 9787500781097  
  **SHYISH**

- **Ren Yi Ren, Let’s Recognize**  
  ISBN: 9787500781080  
  **REYIRE**

---

Step-By-Step to Success Series  

This Step by Step Success series will help your child associate photos with new Chinese vocabulary. Each colorful book includes photos connected with a basic theme, such as numbers or colors. These little square books are perfect for very young children learning their first words in Chinese and/or English. Sold as a set or individually. 48 pages each.

**FjSET** $5.95 (OR $1.45 EACH)

- **Alphabet**  
  ISBN: 9787539528281  
  **STSTAL**

- **Colors**  
  ISBN: 9787539528274  
  **STSTCO**

- **Shapes**  
  ISBN: 9787539528328  
  **STSTSH**

- **Time**  
  ISBN: 9787539528304  
  **STSTTI**

- **Fruits**  
  ISBN: 9787539528298  
  **STSTFR**

- **Vegetables**  
  ISBN: 9787539528373  
  **STSTVEG**

---

Step-by-Step Set 1  

**6 VOLUME SET**

STST1 $19.95 (OR $4.95 EACH)

- **Alphabet**  
  ISBN: 9787539528281  
  **STSTAL**

- **Colors**  
  ISBN: 9787539528274  
  **STSTCO**

- **Shapes**  
  ISBN: 9787539528328  
  **STSTSH**

- **Time**  
  ISBN: 9787539528304  
  **STSTTI**

- **Fruits**  
  ISBN: 9787539528298  
  **STSTFR**

- **Vegetables**  
  ISBN: 9787539528373  
  **STSTVEG**

---

Step-by-Step Set 2  

**5 VOLUME SET**

STST2 $15.95 (OR $4.95 EACH)

- **Articles of Daily Use**  
  ISBN: 9787539528342  
  **STSDTA**

- **Strong Animals**  
  ISBN: 9787539528380  
  **STSTST**

- **Opposites**  
  ISBN: 9787539528311  
  **STSTOP**

- **Numbers**  
  ISBN: 9787539528366  
  **STSTNU**

- **Vehicles, Ships & Planes**  
  ISBN: 9787539528359  
  **STSTVE**
Early Start Mandarin Chinese
Introduces simple words, phrases and the tonal sounds of Mandarin Chinese to preschool age children. Bao Bei, the lovable panda puppet and Chu Chu the cricket teach Mandarin Chinese in a fun and entertaining manner that encourages learning. The DVD is designed around colorful and familiar toys that children enjoy.
Ni Hao Productions, LLC., 2005 – 2008, 30 min. each.

Vol. 1: Colors and Animals DVD
ISBN: 9780977951208
MACHCO1 $19.95

Vol. 2: Numbers and Fruits DVD
ISBN: 9780977951215
MACHNU2 $19.95

Vol. 3: A Wonderful Day DVD
ISBN: 9780977951239
MACHWO3 $19.95

Vol. 4: My Healthy Body DVD
ISBN: 9780977951246
MACHHE4 $19.95

Vol. 5: Sports & Games DVD
ISBN: 9780977951253
MACHSP5 $19.95

Vol. 6: Happy Birthday DVD
ISBN: 9780977951260
MACHHA6 $19.95

The Ballad of Mulan DVD
Retold and Illustrated by Song Nan Zhang
Mulan, unwilling to see her aged and frail father fighting in a war, disguises herself as a man and joins the army in his place. For the next ten years she shows remarkable skill as a warrior and becomes a famous general.
Pan Asian Publications, 2008 7 min. on story, 4 min on original poem, 4 min on historical notes.
ISBN: 9781572270923
BAMUDV $29.95

The Making of Monkey King DVD
Retold by Robert Kraus and Debby Chen, by Wenhai Ma
The humor and action of this first book in the Adventures of Monkey King series will surely delight readers of all ages.
Pan Asian Publications, 2008 15 min. movie, 30 min. notes on the Monkey King.
ISBN: 9781572270947
MAMODV $29.95

Story of the Chinese Zodiac DVD
Retold by Monica Chang, Illustrated by Arthur Lee, English translation by Rick Charette
How were the twelve animals chosen for the Chinese Zodiac? And why does the rat come first? The breathtaking, colorful, “paper-cutting” style animation will captivate young readers as the rollicking characters leap out before their very eyes!
Pan Asian Publications, 2008 6:17 min
ISBN: 9781572270985
STCHDV $29.95

Harry Potter
By J. K. Rowling
The world’s best-known boy wizard casts his spells here in simplified Chinese. A great gift for advanced students of Chinese, native speakers or anyone wanting to know the word for ‘quidditch’ in Mandarin.
People’s Literature Press, 2000 - 2004 - 6 ½ x 9

Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone
ISBN: 9787020033430 Pages: 192
HAPO1 $13.95

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
ISBN: 9787020033447 Pages: 204
HAPO2 $13.95

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
ISBN: 9787020033454 Pages: 260
HAPO3 $15.95

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire
ISBN: 9787020034635 Pages: 434
HAPO4 $18.95

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
ISBN: 9787020043279 Pages: 576
HAPO5 $25.95

Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince
ISBN: 9787020053230 Pages: 496
HAPO6 $24.95

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
ISBN: 9787020063639 Pages: 574
HAPO7 $24.95
Chinese Tales Series for Children

Filled with romance, adventure, courage and heroes, written with simple Chinese and English texts, these Chinese classics are the perfect way to introduce your children to the legends behind an ancient culture. Dolphin Books, 2005 - 7 ¼ x 10 ¼  Pages: 48

The Cowherd and the Girl Weaver
Edited by Wang Duxia
ISBN: 9787801385538
JIFISHE $8.95

Pan Gu Created Heaven and Earth
Edited by Wang Duxia
ISBN: 9787801385611
PAGUCL $8.95

Jingwei Filling Up the Sea
Edited by Wang Tao
ISBN: 9787801385538
JIFISHE $8.95

Nezha Shaking the Seas
Edited by Wang Duxia
ISBN: 9787801385574
NEZHSH $8.95

Kua Fu Races with the Sun
Edited by Wang Tao
ISBN: 9787801385550
KUFURA $8.95

Rebellion Against Heaven
Edited by Wang Duxia
ISBN: 9787801385550
REAGHE $8.95

Houyi Shoots Down the Suns
Edited by Wang Tao
ISBN: 9787801385574
HOSHDO $8.95

Chang’e Flying to the Moon
Edited by Wang Tao
ISBN: 9787801385291
CHEFL $8.95

Yu Gong Removed the Mountains
Edited by Wang Tao
ISBN: 9787801385673
YUGORE $8.95

The Tale of the Lucky Cat
By Sunny Seki

A toymaker who cares for an injured cat ends up having his own life saved. This retelling of the famous Japanese folktales captures positive values, love and kindness, reminding us that doing a good deed may offer its own rewards. Traditional Chinese only.
East West Discovery Press, 2008 - 8½ x 11
ISBN: 9780966943788  Pages: 32
TALUCA $18.95

Mei Ling in China City
By Icy Smith

Based on true events of World War II in Los Angeles China City, a 12-year-old Chinese American girl, Mei Ling Lee, loses her best friend Yayeko Akiyama when she and her family are interned in the Manzanar War Relocation Center. Both recount their painful experiences in letters to each other. Traditional Chinese only.
East West Discovery Press, 2008 - 11 x 11½
ISBN: 9780979933950  Pages: 44
MELICH $18.95

Xiao Lao Hu, Qi Chuang Le
Follow the adventures of Little Tiger in this board book with fun and beautiful pull-up flaps.
Beijing Science and Technology Publishing House, 2006 - 6½ x 6½
ISBN: 9787530433287  Pages: 12, Hardcover
LITIGE $5.95

The Seven Chinese Sisters
By Kathy Tucker

In this delightful update of a classic Chinese folk tale, each sister must use her talent in a surprising way to rescue baby Seventh Sister – and even Seventh Sister turns out to have an unexpected skill!!
Albert Whitman & Company, 2003 - 10½ x 8½
ISBN: 9780807573105  Pages: 30
SECHSI $6.95

China’s Best Children’s Poems

Handsomey illustrated collections of short children’s poems, one poem to a page. Great for Reading aloud in the classroom or at home.
Chongqing Publishing House, 2007 - 7 ¼ x 8 ¼

Xia Tian De Shui Guo Meng, Summer Dreams of Fruit
By Tan Xudong
ISBN: 9787536688032  Pages: 72
XITIDE $8.95

Xing Qi Tian Shan Jiu, The Hill Rises on Sunday
By Fu Tianlin
ISBN: 9787536687295  Pages: 72
XIQITU $8.95
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Flip and Turn, Guess and See  By Marutan

What kind of picture books can be read upside down and right side up? Originally published in Japan, these uniquely formatted books are not only cute and colorful, but push a child’s imagination on the way books can be read. Written in a bilingual format, which makes reading along with children fun and easy. Ages 2 and above. Basic level of Chinese. China Electric Press, 2004 – 6 ½ x 6 ½

Wo Shi Shei?, Who Am I?
ISBN: 9787508342658    Pages: 36
WHOAMI  $9.95

Zuo Shen Me?, How Do You Use Me?
ISBN: 9787508342672    Pages: 36
HODOYO  $9.95

Arts and Crafts for Children

Have you ever wanted to learn how to make Chinese Papercuts? This color book, with simple, step-by-step instructions will teach you how to make over 150 Chinese papercuts. Jilin Art Press, 2006 - 7 ¼ X 6 ¾

You Er Jian Zhi, Papercutting for Kids
ISBN: 9787538620238    Pages: 160
YOERJI  $7.95

You Er Jian Zhi, Papercutting Craft Box
ISBN: 9787538620559    Pages: 160
PACUBO  $14.95

Books to Grow-Up On

Each one of these NEW original stories uses playful animals to express important life messages. Topics range from greed, teamwork and determination to believing in oneself. Each book has three stories, including the title story, presented in vibrant full-color and energetic animation. Perfect for studying Chinese! And with positive messages too!
Dolphin Press, 2006 – 2007 – 7 ¼ x 8 ¼   Pages: 102
All individually sold for $6.95

Little Bear Learns Skills
ISBN: 9787801386236
LIBELE  $6.95

Little Rooster Learns to Crow
ISBN: 9787801385505
LIROLE  $6.95

Monkey and the Elephant
ISBN: 9787801386229
MOELEP  $6.95

Greedy Puppy
ISBN: 9787801386243
GRUPPP  $6.95

Little Monkeys Fish out the Moon
ISBN: 9787801385512
LIMOFI  $6.95

The Moon Maiden
Edited by Hua Long

Richly detailed with full color illustrations, this original China Books collection of twelve classic folktales from China and East Asia is informative yet fun. This is a wonderful collaboration among the best Asian, Asian American and American illustrators and story tellers.
China Books, 1993 – 9 x 12 Hardcover
ISBN: 9780835124042   Pages: 32
MOMAID  $12.95
The Origins of Chinese Culture Series

Designed for children nine and older, filled with fun dialogue and stories, these comic books from Singapore make learning about Chinese culture fun. Widely popular with schools and libraries.

Asiapac Books, 2000-2008 - 6 x 8 ¼

Origins of Chinese Language NEW!
ISBN: 9789812295071    Pages: 148
ORCHLA $8.95

Origins of Chinese Names
ISBN: 9789812294623    Pages: 162
ORCHNA $8.95

Origins of Chinese Tea and Wine
ORCHTE $8.95

Origins of Tibetan Culture
ORTICU $8.95

Origins of Chinese Martial Arts
ISBN: 9789812292681    Pages: 150
ORCHMA $8.95

Origins of Shaolin Kung Fu
ISBN: 9789812294081    Pages: 200
ORSHKU $8.95

Origins of Chinese Sports
ISBN: 9789812294883    Pages: 152
ORCHSP $8.95

Gateway to Chinese Culture
Illustrated by Fu Chunjiang

Learn more about the Chinese culture through games, charts and fun exercises! Features include Gateway to Chinese Culture book, Chinese Culture at a Glance wall chart, board games and crafts (Chinese lanterns, knots, IQ puzzles and more).

Asiapac, 2003 – Boxed Set 6 x 8

CHINESE CULTURAL PACK BOOK ONLY
ISBN: 9789812293282    Pages: 192
CHCUPA $10.00 | GACHCU $12.95

Inspiration from Confucius
By Chen Wangheng

More than 100 of Confucius’ quotations from the Analects are printed here in Chinese, pinyin and English. I wonder what Confucius will say. Additional features on Confucius’ life, achievements and influence.

Asiapac Books, 2006 – 6 x 8 ¼
ISBN: 9789812293985    Pages: 218
INCO1 $12.95

Chinese Astrology
By Sherman Tai

Why is the Dragon year so popular for having children? Are people born in the Year of the Pig naturally lazy? Read this and you might just find yourself charting a course of action based on your “animal” instinct for the next 12 years.

Asiapac Books, 2005 – 6 x 8
ISBN: 9789813029934    Pages: 218
CHASTR $14.95

Chinese History: Ancient China to 1111
Illustrated by Fu Chunjiang

Learn Chinese history in a nutshell with this easy-to-read record of imperial China. Even history is not boring in a comic from, the perfect speed course to cover thousands of years of history.

Asiapac, 2005 – 6 x 8 ¼
ISBN: 9789812294395    Pages: 218
CHHIAN $12.95

Secrets of the Chinese Palace
By Tian Hengyu

Secrets of the Chinese palace have been unveiled. Meet the many emperors, empresses, imperial concubines, eunuchs and others that have altered the course of history hiding in the great halls and buildings of the palace complex.

Asiapac Books, 2008 – 6 x 8 ¼
SECHPA $8.95
COMICS

The Illustrated Book of the Analects
By Zhou Chuncai

The Analects are a record of the words and deeds of the renowned Chinese thinker Confucius and his disciples. His teachings continue to have a huge influence on China and East Asia today. This book explains Confucius’ thoughts and philosophy in an easy way with the help of lavish illustration.

New World Press, 2008, 6 ¾ x 9 ½
ISBN: 9787802285934 Pages: 300
ILBOAN $11.95

Guan Yin: Goddess of Compassion
By Koh Kok Kiang

Delve into the origins and history of Guan Yin, the most popular Buddhist deity of Asia! Find out interesting and little known facts. For example, did you know that Guan Yin started out as a male bodhisattva? Or that there are 33 forms of the deity? Read and find out more!

Asiapac Books, 2004 – 6 x 8
ISBN: 9789812293784 Pages: 142
GUYIGO $9.95

Mo Fa Shi Ling Le, Lost Magic

The entertaining tales of Little Day and Little Night; color-changing A Feng; Upside Down, the boy who views the world that way; Raindrop Sister, who’s only happy when it rains and five other magical characters.

Modern Press, 2006 - 6 ¾ x 8
ISBN: 9787801887993 Pages: 158
LOMAGI $9.95

Yi Shi Le Yi Zhi Mao, Missing My Cat

A young couple breaks up, that night after spending the whole night searching for their cat.

Modern Press, 2005 - 6 x 8
ISBN: 9787801884985 Pages: 74
MIMYCA $12.95

American Born Chinese
By Gene Yang

2007 Eisner Award winner and National Book Award finalist. Acclaimed for his brilliant depiction of the Chinese American experience, Yang interweaves three seemingly disparate stories into one, detailing the specific trials and tribulations of the Chinese American Diaspora. This story is truly a new American fable.

First Second, 2006 - 6 x 8 ½
ISBN: 9781596431522 Pages: 240
AMBOCH $16.95

Birth of the Monkey King
By Chang Book Kiat

The Birth of the Monkey King relates how Sun Wukong came into existence in the Mountain of Flowers and Fruit, and how he acquired his magical powers and used them for mischief, before being punished under the mountain. Illustrated by Chang Book Kiat in a manhua format, the Monkey King has never been cuter, or naughtier!

Asiapac Books, 1999 – 6 x 8 ¼
ISBN: 9789812291271 Pages: 144
BIMOKI $8.95

Jimi Comics

Check out these dark and sophisticated picture-books by Jimi, whose cynical, postmodern styles has grown wildly popular in China among teen and adults. Ages ten and above. Intermediate to advanced levels of Chinese.

Lu Li Biao, The Private Me

Contains portraits of 60 different imaginary people to illustrate the different walks of life.

Modern Press, 2005 - 6 x 8
ISBN: 9787801884992 Pages: 128
PRME $12.95

Xingyun'er, Mr Wing

A man’s comfortable life filies off course when he grows wings.

Liaoning Educational Press, 2003 – 9 ½ x 8
ISBN: 9787538265880 Pages: 124
MRWING $16.95

Sen Lin Li De Mi Mi, Secrets in the Woods

A little girl falls asleep and floats off to a world ruled by a magic giant bunny.

Liaoning Educational Press, 2004 - 5 x 8
ISBN: 9787538269529 Pages: 58
SEWOOD $9.95

Yi Shi Le Yi Zhi Mao, Missing My Cat

A young couple breaks up, that night after spending the whole night searching for their cat.

Modern Press, 2005 - 6 x 8
ISBN: 9787801884985 Pages: 74
MIMYCA $12.95
Wanwan Comics

What began in October 2004 as a blog about a Taiwanese cartoonist’s experiences has become a best-selling book, selling over 50,000 copies in the first two weeks alone. Wanwan has since become very popular in Taiwan and a marketing force to be reckoned with. Ages 12 and up. Intermediate to advanced levels of Chinese.

Ke Bu Ke Yi Bu Yao Shang Ban?, Do I Have to Go to Work?
Beifang Literature and Art Press, 2006 - 6 x 7 ½
ISBN: 9787531719434 Pages: 128
KEBUKE $10.95

Ke Bu Ke Yi Bu Yao Shang Xue?, Do I Have To Go to School?
Contemporary World Publishing House, 2007 - 6 x 7 ½
ISBN: 9787509002599 Pages: 122
KEBUKE2 $10.95

Wo Zai Mou Sha Mei Nu De Ri Zi, My Days of Killing Pretty Girls
By Jie An

Dark humor at its best, the adolescent protagonist plans so hard to kill the one girl who won’t give him the time of day, but guess who comes to his care when he ends up in the hospital? Hilarily ensues. Ages 14 and above. Intermediate Chinese level.
Chao Hua Publishing, 2005
5 ½ x 8 ¼
ISBN: 9787505414013 Pages: 254
WOZAMO $9.95

Man Hua Tu De Zi Sha, Suicide Bunny
By You Shou

Detailing the self-destructive, but ever-amusing, exploits of the rabbit with designer shades and a death wish.
Modern Press, 2007 - 5 ¾ x 6 ½
ISBN: 9787801886781 Pages: 170
SUBUNN $8.95

Zhao Hai, Looking for the Ocean
+ XUN ZHAI BU LIE SONG, LOOKING FOR BULESON
By Nie Jun

Two volumes-in-one. Nie Jun uses drawings and photos in a stylistically unique ‘autobiography’ of his childhood in China and student days in Japan leading him to become the cartoonist he is today. Bonus volume Buleson is a pen-and-ink rendering of the adventures of a blind girl and her shape-shifting companion dog.
Jiangsu Fine Arts Publishing House, 2006 - 6 x 7
ISBN: 9787534421174 Pages: 220
LOOCLO $9.95

Zheng Xiao He "Office" Yi Xiang Ji, Zhang Xiao He’s Office Life
By Hezi

Every office has a comedian. Follow Zhang’s office antics along with his fellow blockheads in an amusing world where no one ever gets to think outside the box. Includes 64-page bonus Office Life fun kit.
China CITIC Press, 2007
5 ½ x 7 ¼
ISBN: 9787508610191 Pages: 190
ZHIXIE $8.95

Jiu Shi Ta Ti De, He Kicked It
By Tatit

Taiwanese slackers now have a male face. Tatit offers a guy’s perspective on the trials and travails of being a teenager/twentysomething, capable of finding, then losing, almost anything: love, job, and house keys. Ages 12 and above. Elementary level of Chinese.
Heliang Press, 2007
5 ¾ x 7 ½
ISBN: 9787561336577 Pages: 112
TATIDE $9.95
**COMICS**

**Ji De, Remember**
By Benjamin
Narcissistic and dark, Benjamin writes and illustrates about his life as a cartoonist and graffiti artist in Beijing’s seedy rock and roll subculture. Showing a side of China rarely depicted in the West, this book pulses with rhythm of new urban Chinese youth. Ages 10 and above.
Heilongjiang Press, 2004 - 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN: 9787531818281 Pages: 124
**REMEMB** $16.95

**Wo De Lu 4: Chun Nuan Hua Kai, My Way 4: Spring Scenery**
By Ji Di
The story of Ao Di turns dark and poignant as she experiences death, loss and filial love, all part of growing up. Winner of the 2004 Oriental Animation and Comic Competition Gold Medal. Comes with a free postcard and two bookmarks. Ages 14 and above. Intermediate level of Chinese.
Heilongjiang Art Press, 2007 - 6 x 8
ISBN: 9787800284991 Pages: 120
**MYWAY4** $12.95

**Cu Liu Zu, The Hipsters**
By Zhu Deyong
The infamous Cu Liu Zu series features short vignettes about young hipsters falling in and out of love. As you read about these cartoon characters slinging their verbal barbs and toying with each other, be warned: you will laugh till you cry!
Modern Press, 1999 - 7 x 8
ISBN: 9787800284991 Pages: 120
**CULIU1** $7.95

**Jin Xiu Lan Tian, How Blue Was My Valley?**
By Yang Xuede
A young boy growing up in Hong Kong’s housing projects in the 1970’s tells about his life and the people around him. The complex story and stunning illustrations have made this comic book a best-seller in Hong Kong. Ages 13 and above. Advanced level of Chinese. Written in traditional Chinese.
Joint Publishing, 2007 - 10 ¼ x 8
ISBN: 9789620426490 Pages: 144
**HOBLYM** $16.95

**Afanti**
By Li Qiang
Afanti is a Uigur folk hero, constantly in and out of trouble before always managing to come out on top, by using wit and humor. Ages 8 and above. Beginning to intermediate levels of Chinese.
Xinjiang Youth Press, 2007, 7 ½ x 7 ¼
ISBN: 9787536677647 Pages: 116
**PUDDOLL** $14.95

**Yi Zhi Jiao Zuo Bian Shi De Mao, My Cat Won Ton**
By Ao Youxiang
More than just a series of stories his cat, Won Ton, the book is autobiographical account of all aspects of the author’s daily life: work, school, apartment hunting etc. Ages 13 and above. Elementary level of Chinese.
China Youth Press, 2006 - 5 ¼ x 8 ¼
ISBN: 9787500654346 Pages: 212
**YIZHUJ** $12.95

**Ta He Ta De Renjian, Their World Together**
By Hei Lizhi
Focusing on modern relationships between young people, mixed with mythical creatures and with groundbreaking artwork, this is a comic book you have ever seen before. Ages 13 and above. Intermediate level of Chinese.
New World Press, 2005 - 5 ¾ x 6 ½
ISBN: 9787801877895 Pages: 240
**TAHETA** $14.95

**Kui Lei Wawa, Puppet Doll**
By Li Huan
Full of “Chinese Goth” style illustrations, these stories tell of the Puppet Doll and her adventures in a chaotic rock-and-roll world. Edgy, ironic, and jaded. Ages 10 and up. Elementary level of Chinese.
Chongqing Chuban Jituan, 2006
ISBN: 9787531818281 Pages: 124
**PUDOLL** $14.95

**My Way 4: Spring Scenery**
By Ji Di
The story of Ao Di turns dark and poignant as she experiences death, loss and filial love, all part of growing up. Winner of the 2004 Oriental Animation and Comic Competition Gold Medal. Comes with a free postcard and two bookmarks. Ages 14 and above. Intermediate level of Chinese.
Heilongjiang Art Press, 2007 - 6 x 8
ISBN: 9787800284991 Pages: 124
**MYWAY4** $12.95

**Ta He Ta De Renjian, Their World Together**
By Hei Lizhi
Focusing on modern relationships between young people, mixed with mythical creatures and with groundbreaking artwork, this is a comic book you have ever seen before. Ages 13 and above. Intermediate level of Chinese.
New World Press, 2005 - 5 ¾ x 6 ½
ISBN: 9787801877895 Pages: 240
**TAHETA** $14.95

**Cu Liu Zu, The Hipsters**
By Zhu Deyong
The infamous Cu Liu Zu series features short vignettes about young hipsters falling in and out of love. As you read about these cartoon characters slinging their verbal barbs and toying with each other, be warned: you will laugh till you cry!
Modern Press, 1999 - 7 x 8
ISBN: 9787800284991 Pages: 120
**CULIU1** $7.95

**Afanti**
By Li Qiang
Afanti is a Uigur folk hero, constantly in and out of trouble before always managing to come out on top, by using wit and humor. Ages 8 and above. Beginning to intermediate levels of Chinese.
Xinjiang Youth Press, 2007, 7 ½ x 7 ¼
ISBN: 9787536677647 Pages: 116
**PUDDOLL** $14.95

**Afanti**
By Li Qiang
Afanti is a Uigur folk hero, constantly in and out of trouble before always managing to come out on top, by using wit and humor. Ages 8 and above. Beginning to intermediate levels of Chinese.
Xinjiang Youth Press, 2007, 7 ½ x 7 ¼
ISBN: 9787536677647 Pages: 116
**PUDDOLL** $14.95

**Afanti**
By Li Qiang
Afanti is a Uigur folk hero, constantly in and out of trouble before always managing to come out on top, by using wit and humor. Ages 8 and above. Beginning to intermediate levels of Chinese.
Xinjiang Youth Press, 2007, 7 ½ x 7 ¼
ISBN: 9787536677647 Pages: 116
**PUDDOLL** $14.95
Outlaws of the Marsh
By Shi Nai’an & Luo Guanzhong

A bold, brigand army, full of larger-than-life haohan (heroes), battles against corrupt and tyrannical rulers, much like Robin Hood and his merry men.
ISBN: 9787119005904  Pages: 1698

Three Kingdoms
By Luo Guanzhong

A startling and unsparing view of the Han Dynasty intrigue showing how power is wielded, diplomacy is conducted and wars are planned and fought.
As relevant today as it was 600 years ago when it was written.
ISBN: 9787119005904  Pages: 1698

A Dream of Red Mansions
By Cao Xueqin & Gao E

Never shying from frank sexuality and bawdy humor, this multi-tiered love story is a sensuous saga of the self-destructoin of a rich and powerful family. The story is set, with exquisite detail, in the lush gardens and pleasure pavilions of 18th Century China.
ISBN: 9787119005904  Pages: 1888

Journey to the West
By Wu Cheng’ en

The novel that introduced China’s most popular mischievous, mythical character, the Monkey King who helps, and often hinders, the monk Sanzang on his quest to bring Buddhism to China during the Tang Dynasty.
ISBN: 9787119103660  Pages: 1878

Anthology of Chinese Short Short Stories
By Harry J. Huang

Author, translator, and professor Harry J. Huang presents over 120 selections, including ten ancient stories, in an excellent anthology of this distinct, to-the-point, narrative form.
Foreign Languages Press, 2005
5 ¼ x 7 ¾
ISBN: 9787119005904  Pages: 464

Lapse of Time
REISSUE
By Wang Anyi

Seven stories that traverse the social climate of the 1980’s in Shanghai with vivid accuracy and period detail. A good introduction to the face of contemporary Chinese women’s writing.
Foreign Languages Press, 2005
5 ¼ x 7 ¾
ISBN: 9787119103660  Pages: 316

Modern Classic Series

Masterpieces from 20th century literary pioneers like Lu Xun, Cao Yu, and Mao Dun are included in this attractive bilingual series. Facing pages of Chinese/English. Foreign Languages Press, 2000-2001
5 x 8

Selected Stories of Lu Xun
By Lu Xun
ISBN: 9787119026985  Pages: 474

Call to Arms
By Lu Xun
ISBN: 9787119026992  Pages: 444

Wild Grass
By Lu Xun
ISBN: 9787119026992  Pages: 149

Shop of the Lin Family/Spring/Silkworms
By Mao Dun
ISBN: 9787119027777  Pages: 213

Teahouse
By Lao She
ISBN: 9787119037807  Pages: 236

Thunderstorm
By Cao Yu
ISBN: 9787119102775  Pages: 416

Four-Volume Paperback Set

Each novel in this popular series comes in its own boxed four-volume paperback set. This format has proven extremely popular for these iconic works of Chinese literature. Each set includes a historical guide, insider information on the author, and tips on reading each novel. Foreign Languages Press, 2001 – 4 x 7
Chinese export porcelain evokes images of rare treasures gracing the stately rooms and tables of the West, but what of the artisans who created them? In this book, Shirley Ganse situates Chinese export porcelain amid the intersection of art and commerce on a global scale, while at the same time telling the remarkable human story of the craftspeople who helped shape China’s artistic traditions. What emerges is a vibrant portrait of global art and a must-have book for lovers of Chinese art.

Long River Press, 2008 - 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN: 9781592650804    Pages: 172

CHEXPO $22.95

China in the Movies 1978 - 2006
By Zhong Daeng & Li Ershi

1979 marked the beginning of a new wave of proactive film creation in China, with the rise to stardom, one after another in less than a decade, of the famed “Fourth-Generation” and “Fifth-Generation” film directors. Since then, Chinese film has expanded and developed, both in terms of artistic style and in closer scrutiny of the lives and cultural scope depicted. This has created a prospect of unprecedented wealth and prosperity.

New Star Press, 2007 - 6 ½ x 9
ISBN: 9787802252950 Pages: 250

CHMOVI $15.95

Sisters of Heaven
By Patti Gully

Driven by a fierce independent spirit, three Chinese women in the late 1930’s, defied gender perceptions by becoming pilots. In a story almost forgotten to history, Gully’s exhaustive research delves into the personal lives of these women, uncovering their fascinating personalities, loves, passions, and above all their overwhelming sense of patriotism and duty.

Long River Press, 2008 - 6 x 9
ISBN: 9781592650750 Pages: 416

SIHEAV $24.95

Basic Chinese Philosophy
Philosophy on-the-go. Handy-sized editions of China’s great thinkers. All books are in a simple, unadorned format, and each pithy and profound quote is accompanied by a historical vignette on the page opposite.

Sun Tzu's The Art of War
By Lin Wusun
ISBN: 9781592650002 Pages: 160

SUTZAR $4.99

A Basic Dao
By Kuijie Zhou
ISBN: 9781592650774 Pages: 166

BADAOI $12.95

A Basic Confucius
By Kuijie Zhou

BACONF $4.99

A Basic Mencius
By Kuijie Zhou
ISBN: 9781592650408 Pages: 160

BAMENC $4.99

Picturing the Chinese
By Grace Lau

Picturing the Chinese tells the story of Western photography in China from the mid-19th century to the present. Events such as the Opium War and the Boxer Rebellion provided some of the first images of China by photographers such as John Thompson and Felice Beato; depicting military engagements, documentary and landscape photographs, studio portraits, picture postcards, and panoramas of Beijing, to Chinese nobility, courtesans, and convicts. Grace Lau positions this new technology of vision upon cultural themes such as exoticism, chinoiserie, and the view of China as a mysterious, perilous land. Picturing the Chinese offers a rich interplay of text and image that will engage anyone interested in the history of China and the visual arts.

Long River Press, 2008 - 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN: 9781592650811 Pages: 166

PICHEA $24.95

Sisters of Heaven
By Patti Gully

Driven by a fierce independent spirit, three Chinese women in the late 1930’s, defied gender perceptions by becoming pilots. In a story almost forgotten to history, Gully’s exhaustive research delves into the personal lives of these women, uncovering their fascinating personalities, loves, passions, and above all their overwhelming sense of patriotism and duty.

Long River Press, 2008 - 6 x 9
ISBN: 9781592650750 Pages: 416

SIHEAV $24.95
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By Kuijie Zhou
ISBN: 9781592650408 Pages: 160

BAMENC $4.99

Picturing the Chinese
By Grace Lau

Picturing the Chinese tells the story of Western photography in China from the mid-19th century to the present. Events such as the Opium War and the Boxer Rebellion provided some of the first images of China by photographers such as John Thompson and Felice Beato; depicting military engagements, documentary and landscape photographs, studio portraits, picture postcards, and panoramas of Beijing, to Chinese nobility, courtesans, and convicts. Grace Lau positions this new technology of vision upon cultural themes such as exoticism, chinoiserie, and the view of China as a mysterious, perilous land. Picturing the Chinese offers a rich interplay of text and image that will engage anyone interested in the history of China and the visual arts.

Long River Press, 2008 - 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN: 9781592650811 Pages: 166

PICHEA $24.95

Sisters of Heaven
By Patti Gully

Driven by a fierce independent spirit, three Chinese women in the late 1930’s, defied gender perceptions by becoming pilots. In a story almost forgotten to history, Gully’s exhaustive research delves into the personal lives of these women, uncovering their fascinating personalities, loves, passions, and above all their overwhelming sense of patriotism and duty.

Long River Press, 2008 - 6 x 9
ISBN: 9781592650750 Pages: 416

SIHEAV $24.95

Basic Chinese Philosophy
Philosophy on-the-go. Handy-sized editions of China’s great thinkers. All books are in a simple, unadorned format, and each pithy and profound quote is accompanied by a historical vignette on the page opposite.

Sun Tzu's The Art of War
By Lin Wusun
ISBN: 9781592650002 Pages: 160

SUTZAR $4.99

A Basic Dao
By Kuijie Zhou
ISBN: 9781592650774 Pages: 166

BADAOI $12.95

A Basic Confucius
By Kuijie Zhou

BACONF $4.99

A Basic Mencius
By Kuijie Zhou
ISBN: 9781592650408 Pages: 160

BAMENC $4.99

Picturing the Chinese
By Grace Lau

Picturing the Chinese tells the story of Western photography in China from the mid-19th century to the present. Events such as the Opium War and the Boxer Rebellion provided some of the first images of China by photographers such as John Thompson and Felice Beato; depicting military engagements, documentary and landscape photographs, studio portraits, picture postcards, and panoramas of Beijing, to Chinese nobility, courtesans, and convicts. Grace Lau positions this new technology of vision upon cultural themes such as exoticism, chinoiserie, and the view of China as a mysterious, perilous land. Picturing the Chinese offers a rich interplay of text and image that will engage anyone interested in the history of China and the visual arts.

Long River Press, 2008 - 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN: 9781592650811 Pages: 166

PICHEA $24.95

The Lure of China
By Frances Wood
For centuries, Western writers, historians, and intellectuals have been fascinated by China. In this remarkable book, Frances Wood shows how China influenced literature, memoir, and travel writing from vague Roman tales of silent silk merchants and Medieval travelers such as Marco Polo, to Jesuit explorers, French poets, the Bloomsbury Group, and eyewitness accounts of war by Martha Gellhorn, Christopher Isherwood, and J.G. Ballard. What emerges is a fascinating portrait of the role of China in Western literature and culture.

Long River Press, 2009 - 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN: 9781592650828 Pages: 284

LUCHIN $24.95

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
Ten Years of Madness
By Feng Jicai

The decade of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) was one of the most chaotic periods in Chinese history. Noted Chinese writer Feng Jicai has collected the true stories of people who lived through the Cultural Revolution, reminding us of the power and resilience of the human soul.
China Books, 1996 – 6 x 9 ¼
ISBN: 9780835123840 Pages: 250
TEYEMA $16.95

China’s Major Mysteries
By Paul Dong

Dong takes the reader through the fascinating world of China’s mysteries examining the fine line between scientific documentation and myths.
China Books, 2000 – 6 ¼ x 9 ¼
ISBN: 9780835126762 Pages: 240
CHHAMY $16.95

All the Tea in China
By Kit Chow & Ione Kramer

Savor as you would a cup of fresh tea brewed from the finest leaves the richness of this China Books classic. A treasure-trove of information, including tea ceremonies, tea pots, and the health and aesthetic virtues of the world’s most remarkable beverage. Fully illustrated.
China Books, 1990 - 9 x 7
ISBN: 9780835121941 Pages: 188
ALTECH $14.95
A POCKET GUIDE TO ALL THE TEA IN CHINA
ISBN: 9780835126298 Pages: 192
POGUAL $2.95

Tea and Chinese Culture
By Ling Wang

Enhance your understanding of tea’s unique status in Chinese culture with this colorfully illustrated book that traces the history and development of tea.
Long River Press, 2005 – 8 x 9
ISBN: 9781592650255 Pages: 280
TECHCU $9.99
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Quotations from Chairman Mao
By Mao Tse-Tung

This long time best seller has been a China Books classic since the 1960’s. Since then China Books has sold over a million copies. Regardless of how Mao is ultimately judged, his impact on world history is undeniable. Here’s your chance to read him in his own words!
China Books, 1990 – 4 x 5
ISBN: 9780835123884Pages: 312
QUCHMA $9.95

Thirty-Six Strategies of Ancient China
By Stefan H. Verstappen

Brief in form, endless in wisdom, these fundamental rules of military engagement are easily adaptable to modern day life. A profoundly influential work of East Asian philosophy, with sources ranging from Lao Zi to Miyamoto Musashi are combined in a fascinating and impressive selection of historical and anecdotal evidence.
China Books, 1999 – 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN: 9780835126427 Pages: 208
THSIST $14.95

Two Years in the Melting Pot
By Liu Zongren

When Chinese journalist Liu Zongren came to the United States in the 1980’s, he was struck with the challenges of being a foreigner in an unwelcoming land. His experiences, although unique and idiosyncratic, are universal to any immigrant moving to a new place. One of China Book’s most popular and widely-read titles and often used as a textbook in Cross-Cultural communications classes.
China Books, 1988 – 5 x 8
ISBN: 9780835120357 Pages: 214
TWYEME $9.95

A Small Town Called Hibiscus
By Gu Hua

Now in a reprint edition, one of China’s bestselling novels is available once again. Life in a small Hunan town is richly portrayed through the turbulent years from 1963-79, as the impact of relentless political campaigns takes its toll on the lives of ordinary people.
China Books, 2007- 4 ¼ x 7
SMTOCA $14.95

Visit us online at www.chinabooks.com
Common Knowledge
By Overseas Chinese Affairs Office

Take the legwork out of being an “old China hand” with these heavily-illustrated volumes at your fingertips.
Higher Education Press, 2007 – 6 ¾ x 8 ¾

Chinese Culture
ISBN: 9787040207149 Pages: 288
COKNCR $12.95

Chinese Geography
ISBN: 9787040207200 Pages: 264
COKNGR $12.95

Chinese History
ISBN: 9787040207170 Pages: 272
COKNHR $12.95

Ward Four
By Ba Jin

Originally published in 1946, Ward Four is a semi-autobiographical novel by one of China’s leading literary figures that explores the range of human idealism during the Japanese occupation.
China Books, 1999 – 5 x 8
ISBN: 9780835126465 Pages: 212
WAFOUR $14.95

Best Chinese Names
by Liu Xiuyan

Here is an excellent guide to help English-speakers choose appropriate and auspicious Chinese names for their children and themselves.
Asiapac, 2007 – 6 x 8
ISBN: 9789813668308 Pages: 142
BECHNA $12.95

Insect Musicians & Cricket Champions
By Lisa Ryan

Insects have affected every culture and life on earth, but very few have sung their praises! A prominent part of Chinese and Japanese culture, this vivid and colorful account is the first book in English on the subject. Filled with photos of cages, accessories and historical essays by Lafcadio Hearn (1898), and Berthold Laufer (1927), this incredible title will make you aware of all the singing (and fighting) crickets engage in.
China Books, 1996 - 9 x 9
ISBN: 9780835125765 Pages: 88
INMUCR $14.95

Mooncakes and Hungry Ghosts
By Carol Stepanchuk & Charles Wong

Elegant photographs and colorful illustrations make for a lively and engaging introduction to the beauty, drama and flair of China’s most popular festivals, including the Lunar New Year, Qingming, Dragon Boat and Mid-Autumn.
China Books, 1991 - 7 x 8
ISBN: 9780835124812 Pages: 156
MOHUGH $14.95

Things Chinese 2ND ED.
Du Feibao and Du Bai

Packed with photos and information on over 200 “things Chinese” covering ten major categories, from articles of everyday use to snacks.
China Travel & Tourism Press, 2008 6 ¾ x 9
ISBN: 9787503235009 Pages: 324
THCHIN $28.95

Chinese Zodiac Stories
by Patricia Oger

Accompanied by beautiful photographs and classic paintings, this book provides a basic introduction to all of the signs of the Chinese zodiac.
China Pictorial Press, 2007 6 1/2 x 8 ½
ISBN: 9787802200876 Pages: 64
CHZOST $9.95
Fascinating Mural Stories From Dunhuang Grottoes 2 VOLS.
By Chen Yu

130 Buddhist legends behind the unparalleled paintings found on the cave walls at the fabled Silk Road crossroads in NW China. Extensive color plates bring these legends to life.
New World Press, 2008
6 ¾ x 9 ½
ISBN: 97878022885712 Pages: 512
FAMUST $24.95

World "Fortune 500" CEOs Talk about China
By Li Shujuan (Ed)

Thirty CEO’s from around the world, representing major corporations from Airbus to Volkswagen, Alcoa to Unilever, speak frankly about their China operations.
New World Press, 2008
6 ¾ x 9 ½
ISBN: 9787802284975 Pages: 306
WOFIFI $19.95

Entrepreneurial Success in Shanghai
By Inge Abraham & Yang Minyan

A fascinating collection of interviews with twenty men and women from the U.S., Europe, Australia, South America and Africa who have set up businesses in Shanghai.
Foreign Languages Press, 2008
5 ¼ x 9
ISBN: 9787105051376 Pages: 192
ENSUSH $17.95

Betty Saw’s Ultimate Herbal Cookbook
By Betty Saw

Using herbal ingredients that are readily available, these easy, straightforward dishes stay true to Betty Saw’s trademark common-sense approach to cooking. Heat-inducing and cooling, yin and yang, contrasting ingredients in each dish come together to achieve that perfect balance.
SNP International Publishing, 2005
- 9 ½ x 11 ¼
ISBN: 9789812480279 Pages: 128
BESAUL $19.95

The Intriguing World of Chinese Home Cooking
By Angela Chang

Beginning chefs will learn all the necessary steps to prepare authentic Chinese cuisine with these delicious, easy-to-follow and authentic recipes. Chapters include: Chinese spices and seasonings, dumplings, vegetables, noodles and rice and tips and techniques for shopping in a Chinese grocery store.
Life Style Culture & Media Enterprise Co., 2001
- 10 ½ x 8 ¾
ISBN: 9789867789761 Pages: 218
INWOCH $24.95

Living in China
By Lu Yang

Fascinating first-person accounts of twenty-three expats from around the globe, Finland to Liberia, Egypt to Japan, who explain what it is about their life and work in China that now has them happily calling it home from as little as one to as many as twenty-five years later.
New World Press, 2008
6 ¾ x 9 ½
ISBN: 9787802285019 Pages: 344
LICHIN $19.95

Chinese Kung Fu
By Lu Hongjun

Don’t try these moves at home! Best known for its depiction in martial art movies, Shaolin Kung Fu, dates back 2,000 years and is one of China’s most prized and impressive art forms.
China Pictorial, 2005
- 7 ¼ x 10
ISBN: 9787800248993 Pages: 194
CHKFUF $19.95

Legends of Ten Chinese Traditional Festivals
By Zhan Tong

Journey through this illustrated story book about ten traditional Chinese holidays in cluding Spring Festival, Tomb Seeeping Day and the Mid-Autumn Festival. Through vivid stories and illustrations, young readers get a glimpse of Chinese folk customs.
Dolphin Books, 2002
- 5 x 8
ISBN: 9787801380036 Pages: 60
LETEC1 $9.95

Betty Saw’s Ultimate Herbal Cookbook
By Angela Chang

Beginning chefs will learn all the necessary steps to prepare authentic Chinese cuisine with these delicious, easy-to-follow and authentic recipes. Chapters include: Chinese spices and seasonings, dumplings, vegetables, noodles and rice and tips and techniques for shopping in a Chinese grocery store.
Life Style Culture & Media Enterprise Co., 2001
- 10 ½ x 8 ¾
ISBN: 9789867789761 Pages: 218
INWOCH $24.95
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In the Realm of the Gods
By Victoria Cass

By presenting Chinese folk stories and photographs together, Cass has assembled a perfect synthesis of words and images while showing how the physical and cultural geography of China is at the root of its most popular legends and its tales of the natural and supernatural.

Long River Press, 2008 - 10 x 10
ISBN: 9781592650767    Pages: 216
REGODS $24.95

The Invisible Great Wall
From the eastern end at Dandong to the far western reaches in Xinjiang, this is the definitive pictorial history of “an invincible force and insurmountable barrier” through all seasons and setting.

Foreign Languages Press, 2004 – 10 ½ x 11 Hardbound box
ISBN: 9787119036960    Pages: 218
INGRWA $69.95

The Invisible Palace
Beautifully captures angles and images of the Forbidden City as if for the first time: deep shadows of enormous vats, shimmering reflections in tranquil ponds, freshly-fallen snow blanketing the Palace square at sunset.

Foreign Languages Press, 2004 - 10 ½  x 9
ISBN: 9787119034324    Pages: 150
INPALA $59.95

Xi’an, Shaanxi and the Terracotta Army
By Paul Mooney, Catherine Maudsley & Gerald Hatherly

One of the great historic sites of the world, center of the first Chinese empire (Qin) and gateway to the fabled Silk Road, Shaanxi Province is a must-see for all travelers. This guidebook leads the reader through this glorious ancient history up to Xi’an’s modern role as the gateway to China’s vast northwest frontier.

Odyssey Publication, 2005 – 5 ½ x 8
ISBN: 9789622177291   Pages: 336
XISHTE $23.95

Shanghai Style
By Lynn Pan

In this rich social and cultural history of Shanghai’s signature art and culture of the 1920’s-40’s, Lynn Pan guides the reader through the myriad world inhabited by commercial and under-ground artists and designers, performers, architects, decorators, patrons, as well as politicians, generals, and crime bosses.

Long River Press, 2008 - 5 ½ x 8 ¼
ISBN: 9781592650781    Pages: 286
SHSTYL $24.95

Cultural China

Attractive in format and content, each title in this series, packed with illustrations and information, provides an in-depth look at its topic, incorporating both historical and contemporary views. A perfect entry point to the arts and culture of China.

China Intercontinental Press, 2004 – 6 ½ x 9
Beijing & Shanghai
By Peter Hibbard
Silk Road Magazine praises that this up-to-date guide includes “…special topics, literary excerpts and archive pictures and illustrations sprinkled throughout, which meld with the main text and colorful contemporary pictures to present as full and comprehensive an understanding of China’s urban powerhouses as you’ll find anywhere in print.”
BESHAN $24.95

Beijing Legends
By Jin Shoushen
The author’s family has lived in Beijing for generations and these tales date back to the founding of the Ming Dynasty in 1421, outlining the city’s layout, chief monuments and myriad legends for a fascinating glimpse into the lives of rulers as well as of ordinary people.
BELEG $6.95

The Charm of Beijing
With 15 million inhabitants, it’s no wonder that Beijing is filled with a plethora of passions and cultures. Each one of these six specialty guides is on the mark in revealing a part of Beijing that is essential to the city’s make-up. Understand Beijing like a local!
China Pictorial Publishing House, 2006 – 6 ½ x 8 ½

Beijing’s Pastimes of Yesteryear
ISBN: 9787802200664 Pages: 114
BEPAYE $9.95

Beijing’s Siheyuan
ISBN: 9787802200661 Pages: 106
BESIHE $9.95

Traditional Opera in Beijing
ISBN: 9787802200678 Pages: 106
TROPBE $9.95

Beijing Local Delicacies
ISBN: 9787802200647 Pages: 116
BELODE $9.95

Beautiful Villages of Beijing
ISBN: 9787802202146 Pages: 112
BEVIBE $9.95

Community Culture of Beijing
ISBN: 9787802202139 Pages: 110
COCUBE $9.95

The Temples of Beijing
Edited by Lan Peijin
Temple-hopping in Beijing is worthy of an Olympic sport of its own. Before your marathon of the Forbidden City, why not warm up with sprints to some of the fascinating temples scattered around Beijing? More than forty si and miao (temples) are featured with beautiful photos and detailed bi-lingual maps showing exact locations.
Foreign Languages Press, 2006 - 5 x 9 ISBN: 9787119043883 Pages: 114
TEBEIJ $14.95

China: Renaissance of the Middle Kingdom
By Chris Chan, Neil Art & Paul Mooney
No matter whether you are a first-time visitor or an old China hand, this guide book will lead you through the larger cities, including all the main tourist sites, to the more remote provinces, including several climbable mountains.
CHREMI $22.95
Spicy Chinese Cuisine

Clear and easy-to-use with 100 photos of spicy Chinese dishes, this pocket book makes ordering a cinch, so that you can get on with the tongue-tingling business of exploring the fieriest and most flavorful pepper-piqued fare that China has to offer.

Immersion Guides, 2007 – 3 ½ x 5 ½
ISBN: 9780977334670 Pages: 100

SPCHCU $9.95

Healthy Chinese Cuisine

Perfect for diners who: love Chinese food but struggle to understand menus in Chinese; are tired of greasy, salty food; abide by dietary restrictions (i.e. vegetarians); enjoy trying new dishes and tastes; wish to eat healthily and want to stay fit.

Immersion Guides, 2007 – 5 ½ x 3 ½
ISBN: 9780977334662 Pages: 100

HECHCU $9.95

A Food-Lover’s Journey Around China

Wander across China, sampling regional delicacies in their natural habitat, digging into the history of each dish, and learning the stories of the dishes and people. Each mouthwatering regional cuisine is described in great detail.

Foreign Language Press, 2007 – 8 ¼ X 8 ¼
ISBN: 9787119041759 Pages: 156

FOLOJO $16.95

Beijing by Foot

The most practical guide yet for walking China’s capital! Beijing by Foot shows you the real city behind the tourist facade, all contained in a handsome deck of 40 cards - each handy card containing an interesting walk to lead you through neighborhoods old and new while you uncover forgotten ruins and little-known corners.

Immersion Guides, 2008 – 4 ¼ x 6
ISBN: 9787802029026 Pages: 40

BFOOT $15.95

Beijing Taxi Guide

Getting to your destination by taxi in Beijing can be a marathon of Olympian proportions – even with a veteran driver. To help you (and your cabbie) find your way and navigate the city with confidence, this essential guide contains maps, useful Chinese phrases and bilingual addresses of over 400 key venues, from A for airport to Z for zoo, shopping centers to suburban compounds.

Immersion Guides, 2008 - 4 ½ x 2 4/3
ISBN: 9787802028821 Pages: 238

BETAGU $9.95

Ich Bin Ein Beijinger

By Kaiser Kuo

A poignant, humorous and delightfully engaging portrait of contemporary Beijing and its “lazy, prideful, garrulous and potty-mouthed” residents whom the author also praises as “the warmest, best-humored and most easygoing people in all of China.”

Immersion Guides, 2009 - 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN: 9787510101809 Pages: 152

ICBIEI $15.95

Insider’s Guide to Beijing 2009

5TH ANNUAL ED.

Here it is: the definitive guide to travelling in Beijing. No other guide like the Insider’s Guide to Beijing is fully updated every year and written by a team of people who live in China’s capital and love it. This gives the Guide accuracy and currency that no ordinary tourist guidebook can equal, and makes it indispensable for resident and visitor alike.

True Run Media, 2009 - 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN: 9787802029507 Pages: 620

INGU09 $15.95


Beijing eats

Longtime Beijing resident and food writer, Eileen Wen Mooney has spent years chowing down, from luxury hotel haute cuisine to local hutong hole-in-the-wall, and knows where the best of China’s great cooking styles can be found in China’s capital.

China Population Publishing House, 2009 - 7 x 7
ISBN: 9787802029439 Pages: 336

BEEATS $15.95

A Food-Lover’s Journey Around China

Wander across China, sampling regional delicacies in their natural habitat, digging into the history of each dish, and learning the stories of the dishes and people. Each mouthwatering regional cuisine is described in great detail.

Foreign Language Press, 2007 – 8 ¼ X 8 ¼
ISBN: 9787119041759 Pages: 156

FOLOJO $16.95

Spicy Chinese Cuisine

Clear and easy-to-use with 100 photos of spicy Chinese dishes, this pocket book makes ordering a cinch, so that you can get on with the tongue-tingling business of exploring the fieriest and most flavorful pepper-piqued fare that China has to offer.

Immersion Guides, 2007 – 3 ½ x 5 ½
ISBN: 9780977334670 Pages: 100

SPCHCU $9.95

Healthy Chinese Cuisine

Perfect for diners who: love Chinese food but struggle to understand menus in Chinese; are tired of greasy, salty food; abide by dietary restrictions (i.e. vegetarians or vegetarians); enjoy trying new dishes and tastes; wish to eat healthily and want to stay fit.

Immersion Guides, 2007 – 5 ½ x 3 ½
ISBN: 9780977334662 Pages: 100

HECHCU $9.95
One Night in Beijing

This lavish, large-format photo book is a visual feast borne of the cooperation of 30 of Beijing’s most talented art photographers and photojournalists, brought together on one special night to assemble a rich, unprecedented visual portrait of this massive metropolis and its incomparable residents.

Immersion Guides, 2007 - 12 ½ X 9 ½
ISBN: 9780977333486    Pages: 226
ONNIBE $29.95

Immersion Guides: Lhasa

Features gorgeous photographs, handy maps and a practical English-Tibetan-Mandarin glossary, as well as profiles of artists, monks, business owners, and other local personalities whose perspectives and experiences inform this magical Himalayan hub.

Immersion Guides, 2007 - 5 ½ X 8 ½
ISBN: 9780977333431    Pages: 300
LHASA $15.95

Beijing Excursion Guide

Details up to a dozen destinations all within a day’s traveling distance from Beijing. Families, athletes, aesthetes and gourmands will find a perfect get-away for every season and budget. Camp, hike, cycle, climb, shoot, sail, swim, ski, spelunk, drink or gawk; you choose how to explore the greater Beijing area.

Immersion Guides, 2007 – 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN: 9780977333424    Pages: 178
BEEXGU $12.95

Mandarin Phrasebook

Packed with essential phrases, vocabulary and Beijing slang as well as over 30 labeled illustrations, this indispensable book gives you the essential words and phrases to survive and thrive in any situation from ordering a meal and bargaining in the markets to renting an apartment and interviewing a baby-sitter.

Immersion Guides, 2006 - 4 ¼ X 7 ½
ISBN: 9780977333431    Pages: 352
MAPHRA $7.95

Maps

Map of the People’s Republic of China
Dimensions: 29 x 42
ISBN: 9787503122958
MAP2 $4.95

Map of the People’s Republic of China
Dimensions: 30 x 42
ISBN: 9787503130946
MAP4 $6.95

Map of the World
Dimensions: 29 x 42
ISBN: 9787503130939
MAP5 $6.95

StreetSmart Series

These pocket-sized, gloss-laminated, accordion-fold maps are graphic works of art that work. With 576 square inches of immensely legible cartographic information and diagrammatic 3-D illustrations, these are indispensable advances to business and recreational travelers alike. Van Dam Media, 2008

Beijing
4” x 9” Closed; 9” x 32” Open
ISBN: 9781932527064
STSMBJ $8.95

Hong Kong
4” x 9” Closed; 9” x 24” Open
ISBN: 9781932527544
STSMHK $8.95

Shanghai
4” x 9” Closed; 9” x 32” Open
ISBN: 9781932527759
STSMSH $8.95

Mini Guides

Small enough to fit in a pocket or bag, Explorer Mini Visitors’ Guides contain a wealth of insider tips on the best sights, shopping, bars and restaurants in town, ensuring you get the most from your visit. Explorer Publishing, 2008 - 4 x 4 ¾

Beijing
ISBN: 97899948033288    Pages: 230
MIBEJI $11.95

Hong Kong
ISBN: 9789768182814    Pages: 280
MIHOKO $11.95

Shanghai
ISBN: 97899948033219    Pages: 280
MISHHA $11.95
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Clinical Research & Application of Acupuncture & Tuina
By Jiang Song-he & Yang Guan-h

Clinical Research and Application of Acupuncture and Tuina provides a full description of the acupuncture points with their functions and treatment methods as well as some clinical facts and scientific research. This clinical guide to disease also provides a full description of tuina techniques and applications along with some research proving their efficacy.

People's Medical Publishing House, 2008 - 7 x 10
ISBN: 9787117088514 Pages: 322

CLEASEP $69.95

A Practical Handbook of Acupuncture Points
By Jin Shi-ying, Jin Wan-cheng & Jin Pu

The handbook dwells on the location, indication, needle method of each point on the 12 primary channels as well as the du and ren vessels, extra points. Many illustrations are inserted in the text. The very clear combination of text and illustration for each point enables TCM students and acupuncturists a clear practical outlook.

People's Medical Publishing House, 2008 - 7 1/4 x 10 1/4
ISBN: 9787117098311 Pages: 190

PRHAAC $29.95

International Standard English, Chinese: Basic Nomenclature of Chinese Medicine
By World Federation of Chinese Medicine Societies

The WFCCMS invited over 200 specialists from 68 countries and 70 academic institutions of Chinese medicine to create and develop the International Standard Nomenclature (ISN) for Chinese medicine. The WFCCMS International Standard Nomenclature includes 6526 terms. Each coded entry includes Chinese characters with pinyin and English equivalents. All terms are arranged according to subject and classified into 21 categories.

People's Medical Publishing House, 2008 - 7 x 9 1/4
ISBN: 9787117093569 Pages: 790

BANOCH $59.95

Clinical Reasoning in Chinese Medicine
By Hu Zhen & Dong Fei-xia

This book was compiled to deepen the understanding and application of the fundamental principles of diagnosis and treatment in Chinese medicine with an emphasis on certain key principles commonly applied in clinical practice. Numerous case studies and classical quotes are included to assist the reader in understanding the profound concepts involved in diagnosis and treatment.

People's Medical Publishing House, 2008 - 7 1/4 x 10 1/4
ISBN: 9787117102063 Pages: 218

CLRECH $34.95

Zhang Zhong-jing's Clinical Application of 50 Medicinals
Clinical Applications of Eight Essential Classical Formulae
By Huang Huang

Dr. Huang has written over ten herbal textbooks compiling his personal views and clinical experience of indispensable and useful formulas. This book compares and analyzes the relative terms from the Discussion on Cold Damage and the Essential Prescriptions of the Golden Cabinet, in combination with the clinical experiences of Dr. Huang. It discusses the clinical applications and indications for 50 medicinals that were frequently used by Zhang Zhong-jing.

People's Medical Publishing House, 2008 - 7 1/4 x 10 1/4
ISBN: 9787117092074 Pages: 590

ZH2HCL $49.95

Clinical Applications of Eight Essential Classical Formulae
By Zheng Wei-da

This great clinical textbook enumerates a concise number of essential formulas which are highly effective in clinic and demonstrates not only the ingredients, functions, indications and explanation of each classical formula, but also describes their uses by modifying the ingredients and dosages. It also provides an explicit description of the relationship between several groups of formulas, understanding the ingredients, rules of modification, and clinical applications.

People's Medical Publishing House, 2008 - 7 1/4 x 10 1/4
ISBN: 9787117092050 Pages: 402

CLAPEI $39.95

Titles featured here represent only the newest additions to our TCM catalog. Please visit www.chinabooks.com for our complete TCM listing.
Dermal Needling Therapy  NEW!
By Zhang Xue-li, Liu Ying

This book introduces the fundamentals of dermal needling therapy. It supplies the locations and the indications of commonly used acupuncture points of the fourteen channels as well as extra points. It also outlines the diagnosis, treatment, point combination, and point selection, as well as presents the treatment for 86 common diseases.

People’s Medical Publishing House, 2008 - 7 ½ x 10 ½
ISBN: 9787117106368 Pages: 302
DENETH $39.95

Endometriosis: Help from Chinese Medicine  NEW!
By Wang Qing & Carl Stimson

For patients with endometriosis, Chinese medicine can provide extraordinary results. Not only can it improve symptoms, but it may help reduce or even eliminate the need for pharmaceuticals.

People’s Medical Publishing House, 2008 - 7 x 8
ISBN: 9787117097710 Pages: 158
ENHECH $16.95

Insomnia: Help from Chinese Medicine  NEW!
By Wu Yuan-yuan, Wang Dong & Carl Stimson

For patients with insomnia, Chinese medicine can provide extraordinary results. Not only can it improve symptoms, but it may help reduce or even eliminate the need for pharmaceuticals.

People’s Medical Publishing House, 2009 - 7 x 8
ISBN: 978711711205 Pages: 134
INHECH $14.95

How Can Chinese Medicine Help My Diabetes?
By Li Xiao-li & Carl Stimson

This guide is a perfect introduction to the TCM resources for the treatment of diabetes out there. Filled with full-color photo illustrations. Topics range from prevention through diet, exercise, acupuncture, herbs, tui-na massage and more.

People’s Medical Publishing House, 2007 - 7 x 8
ISBN: 9787117091190 Pages: 168
HOCACH $17.95

Applications of Chinese Formula Compatibility  NEW!
By Li Fei, Chai Rui-ji, Fan Qiao-ling

This manual provides a detailed explanation of the combination rules of various herbal formulas, their effects, and clinical applications. Scientific analysis of 18 types of formulas and describing their medicinal effect are provided, as well as results of clinical research, experimental studies, and the pharmacology and chemistry of the modern formulas.

People’s Medical Publishing House, 2008 - 7 ¾ x 10 ½
ISBN: 978711792067 Pages: 514
APCHFO $49.95

Chinese Medicine Study Guide: Materia Medica  NEW!
By Zhong Gan-sheng

As a guide for Chinese materia medica, this book covers a broad content from the history and fundamental theories to specific medicinals.

PMPH, 2007 - 8 ½ x 11 ½
ISBN: 9787117106405 Pages: 498
CHMEST $59.95

Streetwise Guide: Chinese Herbal Medicine
By Wong Kang Ying & Martha Dahlen

Concise descriptions and vivid color photographs of 60 common herbs, accompanied by the history of the herbs and their use in traditional Chinese medicine. Contains tonic recipes and index.

Red Mansions, 1999 - 5 ¾ x 8 ¼
ISBN: 9781891688010 Pages: 52
STGUC1 $11.95

Chinese Acupuncture and Moxibustion  REVISED EDITION
Edited by Cheng Xinnong

This definitive acupuncture text, used for licensing examinations in many states, remains an essential reference for professionals and students.

Foreign Languages Press, 1999 - 7 ¾ x 10 ½
ISBN: 9787191017587 Pages: 590
CHACMR $59.95
Chinese Style Foot Massage for Common Illnesses
By Wang Fu-chun, Changchun TCM Univ.

With over 794 illustrations, this “hands-on” guide addresses 33 common diseases that can be cured through foot massage. Details 15 manipulation techniques, provides helpful advice for diet and exercise and takes you step-by-step through information rarely shown about foot massage.
People’s Medical Publishing House, 2007 - 8 x 11
ISBN: 9787117090926 Pages: 254
CHSTFO $29.95

Chinese Massage DVDs

Intended for beginning and advanced students of TCM, these Chinese Massage DVD’s present a range of subject matters at an affordable price and an easy-to-learn format. Note: All DVD’s share the same ISBN. Please specify code if ordering separately. BC Communication, 2006 ISBN: 9787885184094 $9.95 each

- Naprapathy
  CHMANA 110 min
- Cupping
  CHMACU 110 min
- Hand Massage
  CHMAHA 110 min
- Ear Massage
  CHMAEA 110 min
- Head Massage
  CHMAHE 110 min
- Acupuncture
  CHMAAC 110 min
- Scraping Therapy
  CHMASC 110 min
- Thenar (Foot) Massage
  CHMATH 110 min

Chinese Medicinal Food DVDs

Presented by medicinal food expert Sun Rongcan, this five-part series highlights a dozen dishes for each of the four seasons as well as an overview on the curative powers of ‘health-inducing’ eating. Note: All 5 DVD’s share the same ISBN. Please specify code if ordering separately.

- Curative Food Dishes
  CHMEF1 43 min
- Spring Dishes
  CHMEF2 47 min
- Summer Dishes
  CHMEF3 48 min
- Autumn Dishes
  CHMEF4 44 min
- Winter Dishes
  CHMEF5 50 min
Visit us on line at www.chinabooks.com.

Acupuncture Wall Charts

Full Color Hand Reflexology Wall Chart
ISBN: 9787117080101
CHRHRE $15.95

Full Color Foot Reflexology Wall Chart
ISBN: 9787117080071
CHRFRE $15.95

Tui Na Foot Reflexology Wall Chart
ISBN: 9787117079778
CHRTNE $15.95

Pocket Color Hand and Foot Reflexology Chart
POCOHE $9.95

Auricular Acupuncture Point Wall Chart
ISBN: 9787117079952
CHRAAE $19.95

Scalp Acupuncture Wall Chart
ISBN: 9787117079815
CHRSAE $19.95

Acupuncture Point Wall Chart
ISBN: 9787117080095
CHRAPE $39.95

Acupuncture and Microsystem Wall Chart
ISBN: 9787117080378
CHRAMS $49.95

TCM Body Models

Need a hand in studying acupuncture and reflexology? Have an earful to tell us about your head full of facts? Kick up your feet and give your body a rest with these models that will make locating acupuncture points a breeze. If books just aren’t enough and your roommate refuses to be your human pin cushion, use these anatomically correct body parts complete with their acupuncture points and courses of meridians. Bilingual instructional pamphlet included with each model.

Hand

HAN DAS 13cm Small Acupuncture $9.95

Foot

FOOTAS 15cm Small Acupuncture $9.95
FOOTRB 20cm Large Reflexology $19.95

Ear/Head

EARS 13cm Small Ear Acupuncture $9.95
EARL 18cm Large Ear Acupuncture $19.95
EARLR 22cm Large Ear Reflexology $19.95
HEADA 30cm Head Acupuncture $19.95

Body

MANSOE 50cm Male Acupuncture Model (Chinese/English) $35.95
WOMS50E 20cm Female Acupuncture Model (Chinese/English) $35.95
MANSOE 50cm Male Acupuncture Model $35.95
WOMS50E 20cm Female Acupuncture Model $35.95
Chinese Culture
ISBN: 9787885184421
$9.95 EACH
Set of 12: $104.95 (CHCUDSET)

- Traditional Chinese Medicine & Wushu: 59 min (CHCUD1)
- Embroidery & Chinese Silk: 59 min (CHCUD2)
- Gardens & Sculpture: 59 min (CHCUD3)
- Pottery, Porcelain & Figures: 59 min (CHCUD4)
- Folk Music & Folk Songs: 59 min (CHCUD5)
- Acrobatics & Lion Dance: 59 min (CHCUD6)
- Costumes of Ethnic Minority Groups, Imperial Costume & Cheongsams: 89 min (CHCUD7)
- Cuisine & Tea: 59 min (CHCUD8)
- Dances, Nuo Dance & Yangge Dance: 89 min (CHCUD9)
- Paper-cuts & Kites: 59 min (CHCUD10)
- Peking Opera & Traditional Painting: 59 min (CHCUD11)
- Puppets & Shadow Plays: 59 min (CHCUD12)

Famous Figures of Chinese Culture
ISBN: 9787884082056, Duration: 50 min
$9.95 EACH
Set of 10: $89.95 (CULITSET)

- Lao Zi & Zhuang Zi: CULIT1
- Mo Zi, Cheng Hao & Cheng Yi: CULIT2
- Zhang Zhongjing & Zhu Zaiyu: CULIT3
- Zhang Heng & Dukang: CULIT4
- Cai Wenji & Cai Yong: CULIT5
- Cao Cao, Cao Pi & Cao Zhi: CULIT6
- Zhuge Liang & Wu Zetian: CULIT7
- Du Fu & Bai Juyi: CULIT8
- Li Shangyin & Han Yu: CULIT9
- Xuan Zhuang & Yue Fei: CULIT10

Emperors of China
Ten of the most famous (or infamous) rulers from China’s long history are profiled individually in this documentary series from CCTV.
ISBN: 9787883673712, Duration: 40 min
$9.95 EACH

- Emperor Kangxi of the Qing Dynasty: EMKAQI
- King Wu of the Zhou Dynasty: EMKIWI
- First Emperor Qin: EMQIN
- Emperor Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty: EMQIQQI
- Emperor Taizong of the Tang Dynasty: EMTATA
- Emperor Wu of the Han Dynasty: EMWUHA
- Empress Wu Zetian of the Tang Dynasty: EMWUZE
- Emperor Xiaowen of the Northern Wei Dynasty: EMXIBE
- Emperor Yongle of the Ming Dynasty: EMYOMI
- Ghengis Khan of the Yuan Dynasty: GEKHYU
Scenery of China
Showcases some of the most sublimely beautiful natural landscapes throughout China.
China Intercontinental Communication Center, 2007; ISBN: 9787887460707; 60 min each
$9.95 EACH  Set of 4: $35.95 (SCENESET)

Mt. Heng, Jiuzhaigou & Mt. Lu
Mt. E Mei, Lijiang River, Mt. Wuyi & Mt. Tai
Mt. Huang, Kanasi & Zhangjiajie
Qinghai Lake, Mount Hua & Lijiang

China’s West
This wonderful six-part series focuses on China’s colorful and culturally abundant western regions. Featuring many different ethnic minorities spread across China’s vast and beautiful hinterlands.
BC Communications, 2007; ISBN: 9787887461285; 60 min each
$9.95 EACH  Set of 6: $53.95 (CHWESTSET)

Qinghai Province & the Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region
Yunnan Province & Guizhou Province
Shaanxi Province & Gansu Province
Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region & Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region
Sichuan Province & Chongqing Municipality
Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region

Journey in China Series
Travel across China without leaving home! Well-produced documentaries that cover the mystery and majesty of the Middle Kingdom from urban centers to remote corners. Shanghai Tendery Music Production Co. Ltd. 55min
$9.95 EACH

Night of Shanghai
ISBN: 9787884203321 JOCIN-1
Yaolín Fairyland
ISBN: 9787884203420 JOCIN-8

Mt. Wudangshan
Dujiangyan Irrigation System
ISBN: 9787884250202 JOCIN-9

Dazu Rock Carving
ISBN: 9787884203376 JOCIN-3
Mt. Yuntaishan
ISBN: 9787884203857 JOCIN-10

Dali Ancient City
ISBN: 9787884203369 JOCIN-4
Chengdu - A Journey to World Heritage
ISBN: 9787884250370 JOCIN-11

Stone Forest in Yunnan
Splendid Shenzhen
ISBN: 9787884204021 JOCIN-12

Sanya Hainan Province
ISBN: 9787884203130 JOCIN-6
Mysterious Forest: Shennong Jia

Shanghai Chenghuang Temple
ISBN: 9787884203369 JOCIN-7

Crafts of Beijing
3 DVD BOXED SET
Foreign Languages Press, 2007
Duration: 128 minutes.
ISBN: 9787887182159
CRBEIJ  $19.95

Chinese Religions Documentaries
ISBN: 9787887460745  60 min
$9.95 EACH

China’s Buddhism
ISBN: 9787887460745 CHBUDV

Chinese Catholicism
ISBN: 9787887460752 CHCATH

Chinese Christianity
ISBN: 9787887460769 CHCHPR

China’s Islam
ISBN: 9787887460776 CHISIDV

China’s Tibetan Buddhism
ISBN: 9787887460783 CHTIBU
### NEW!

#### The 12 Animal Zodiac

The 12 Animal Zodiac is the most well known system of Chinese astrology. The 12 Animal Zodiac attempts to reveal a person’s character, relationship, potential and luck throughout a person’s life by taking only the year of birth into the calculation. (English only)

*Opiz Media, 2007 - 85 min*

| TWANZO | $15.95 |

#### Welcome To Beijing

Become acquainted with ‘old Beijing’ by exploring its many teahouses, temple fairs, hutongs and courtyard housing and even a night at the Peking Opera. (English Only)

*Opiz Media, 2007 - 85 min*

| WEBEDV | $15.95 |

#### ERA - Intersection of Time

ERA is a multimillion-dollar stunning acrobatic extravaganza. The most expensive stage-show ever produced in China. It is a combination of traditional Chinese acrobatic arts and modern technology. It utilizes computer-controlled lighting, sound, and water curtain to render a dream-like world.

*Dir: Debra Brown, 2008 - 72 min*

| ERINTI | $10.95 |

#### Raise the Red Lantern

A ballet drama (based on the film) that combines Western art with various styles of Chinese dancing and music, elegant costumes and sophisticated stage design for amazing visual experience.

Directed by Zhang Yimou, ISBN: 9787883671299

| DVDDA-1 | $9.95 |

#### Dunhuang My Dreamland

Using the famous Buddhist caves in Gansu as a backdrop, this folktales follows Mogao as he crosses the desert to paint murals in Dunhuang, and falls in love with Yueya, a young woman who saves his life. Ultimately their love is foiled by her domineering father.

Played by the Singing and Dancing Troupe of Lanzhao, Gansu Province, 2003 - 104 min. ISBN: 9787883671305

| DUMYDR | $9.95 |

### NEW!

#### Chinese Festival

Experience the colorful and noisy world of fireworks, festive feasting, lion and dragon dancers, CHINESE OPERA, Bun towers, New Year’s market, Dragon boat racing and lavish parades in a celebration of the variety of Chinese holidays. (English only)

*Opiz Media, 2007 - 85 min*

| CHFEDV | $15.95 |

#### Chinese Acrobats

Compiled by the Ministry of Culture’s Spring Festival, spanning from 1994-2003, this documentary presents seventeen acrobatic troupes who perform all throughout China.

*Xiamen Audio-Video Publishing House, 2004 - 58 min*

| DVD-10 | $9.95 |

#### Spine Dates

Based on a Zhuang nationality folktale, a beautiful pregnant woman living in a dark and cold world travels to the ends of the earth seeking the brightness and warmth of the sun. Her pursuit is eventually undertaken by her son, his mission complicated when he falls in love with a beautiful maiden on his journey.

*Art Troupe of Nanning, 2004 - 109 min*

| MOSOSE | $9.95 |

#### Mother and Son Seeking the Sun

Based on a Zhuang nationality folktale, a beautiful pregnant woman living in a dark and cold world travels to the ends of the earth seeking the brightness and warmth of the sun. Her pursuit is eventually undertaken by her son, his mission complicated when he falls in love with a beautiful maiden on his journey.

*Art Troupe of Nanning, 2004 - 109 min*

| MOSOSE | $9.95 |

#### Shaolin in the Wind

In this modern dance meets martial arts spectacular, a scholar-turned-warrior-monk, trained at the legendary Shaolin Temple, seeks to avenge the murder of his lover at the hands of marauding bandits.

*Performed by Henan Zhengzhou Song and Dance Troupe, 2005 - 110 min*

| SHWIND | $9.95 |
From Slave to General 2 DISC SET - 1979
Epic telling of the rise of Luo Xiao, a Yi minority slave who went from a foot soldier fighting against corrupt warlords in the 1920’s to a commanding officer resisting the Japanese in the 1940’s only to die before the founding of the PRC.
FRSLGE $12.95

Railway Guerrillas 1956
Based on the memoirs of a real group of underground fighters in Shandong Province during World War II, the film’s realism is enhanced by location shooting at many of the actual sites where they engaged Japanese forces. B&W
Dir: Zhao Ming; 80 min; ISBN: 9797884087452
RAGUER $9.95

Reconnaissance Across the Yangtze 1954
In the spring of 1949, PLA commandos swim across the Yangtze to infiltrate the large Nationalist force stationed north of the river. After a number of suspense-filled encounters with the enemy, they are able to glean invaluable information for the ensuing battle. Awarded a Best Film prize by the Ministry of Culture in 1957.
REACYA $9.95

Code Name: Cougar 1989
An action thriller where an Asian terrorist organization hijacks a Taiwan airliner and lands it on the Chinese mainland. As the plane sits on the ground, the hijackers make their demands, forcing the Beijing and Taipei governments to work together on a rescue plan for the hostages. Gong Li’s portrayal of a heroic flight attendant earned her “Best Supporting Actress” at the 100 Flowers Awards.
CONACU $9.95

A Railway in the Cloud 2007
An epic story about three generations of workers who toiled on the construction of the Qinghai-Tibet Railroad.
Dir: Feng Xiaoning; 108 min; ISBN: 9787884783465
RACLOU $9.95

Heroic Sons and Daughters 1964
Set in North Korea during the Korean War, a young soldier’s death leads a Chinese army political officer to reunite with his long-lost daughter, given up for adoption as an infant eighteen years earlier. Reluctant to tell her the truth about her parentage, yet wanting to reconnect with his only child, the officer debates how to proceed. B&W
HESODA $9.95

Erma’s Wedding 2008
Local color and customs abound in this entertaining story, set in the mountains of Western China, concerning Erma, a beautiful Qiang minority girl, betrothed by her family to Duoba, a local tailor. Erma, however, is in love with the English teacher in town, Liu Dachuan, a Han. Much intrigue and culture clash follows amidst plans for Erma’s wedding, as competing interests vie for a traditional village marriage ceremony vs. a modern wedding in town. Much of the film was shot in the area of Sichuan later devastated by the May 2008 earthquake.
Dir: Han Wanfeng; 90 min; ISBN: 9787884783489
ERWEDD $9.95

Epic telling of the rise of Luo Xiao, a Yi minority slave who went from a foot soldier fighting against corrupt warlords in the 1920’s to a commanding officer resisting the Japanese in the 1940’s only to die before the founding of the PRC.
FRSLGE $12.95

(A also known as Swordsman in Double-Flag Town.) Not a typical kung-fu film but more like a Leone spaghetti western with swords, set in a remote desert town fallen on hard times. The atmospherics and setting are top-notch in this tale of retribution for previous wrongdoing amidst simple lives and moral ambiguities.
Dir: He Ping; 90 min; ISBN: 9787886113949
KIDOTO $9.95

Railway in the Cloud 2007
An epic story about three generations of workers who toiled on the construction of the Qinghai-Tibet Railroad.
Dir: Feng Xiaoning; 108 min; ISBN: 9787884783465
RACLOU $9.95
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Shower 1999
A funny, touching story of Beijing family’s fight to preserve their traditional bathhouse in the face of rapid modernization. Winner at the 1999 Toronto International Film Festival and 2000 Seattle Film Festival.
Dir: Zhang Yang; 89 min; DVDMO-2 $9.95

Rickshaw Boy 1982
A stunningly recreated adaptation of Lao She’s famous story (the novel Camel Xiangzi CAXI is also available from CB), set in early 20C Beijing, of a country boy coming to the big city, his dreams of striking it rich running headlong into the all-too-real nightmare of a rickshaw puller’s poverty-stricken life.
Dir: Ling Zifeng; 113 min; ISBN: 9787880007961 RIBODY $9.95

Farewell My Concubine 1993
An epic film, spanning over 50 years, follows the intertwined lives of two opera stars from their entry as young boys into the Peking Opera School in 1924 to their reunion in 1977.
Dir: Chen Kaige; 164 min; ISBN: 9787880008364 FAMYCO $9.95

Go Home 2005
One of the first films to deal with the problems of migrant workers, whose cheap labor is fueling much of China’s great economic growth.

Early Spring 1963
A teacher seeking to escape urban unrest comes to a small village and is soon caught between his love for a landowner’s beautiful progressive daughter and a sense of responsibility to a widow constrained by conservative tradition. Heavily criticized on the eve of the Cultural Revolution, politics take a decided backseat to the moving central romance.

Seventeen Years 1999
A woman is released on the eve of Chinese New Year after being imprisoned for killing her stepsister, in this story of a family, of people overcome by their surroundings, and of human feelings restored to life.
Dir: Zhang Yuan; 83 min; ISBN: 9787884085180 SEYEAR $9.95

New Year’s Sacrifice 1956
An emotional adaptation of the great modern writer Lu Xun’s stark story following a servant girl from young widowhood to embittered old age, victimized by circumstances, by superstitions—and by the fact that she is a woman. A cogent attack on the humiliations and hardships endured by women in traditional Chinese society with major film star Bai Yang as the trod upon heroine.
Dir: Sang Hu; 94 min; ISBN: 97878880008449 NEYESA $9.95

Ashima 1964
Feel your spirits lifted with this lovely music-filled “minority” film starring the radiant Yang Likun (5 Golden Flowers), this time as a Sani (Yi) woman in Yunnan. Based on the legend of a beautiful girl, Ashima, kept imprisoned by a tribal chief’s evil son while her lover, Ahei, rushes to rescue her.
Dir: Liu Qiong; 88 min; ISBN: 9787884082031 ASHIMA $9.95

The Road Home 2000
A sweeping old-fashioned love story set in rural north China. Winner at the 2000 Berlin International Film Festival and 2001 Sundance Film Festival.

Troubled Laughter 1979
One of the first films to deal with the excesses of the Cultural Revolution. In 1975, Fu Bin, a journalist, battles his conscience and political demands of the time about how much “truth” needs to be reported. Fu’s conflicted mind of how best to serve the people (and his family) lead to some amusing fantasy sequences.
The Lin Family’s Shop 1959
Based on Mao Dun’s well-known 1930’s story, a small town merchant in a riverfront Jiangnan town struggles to survive, caught between a local boycott of Japanese goods and corrupt government officials.
Dir: Shui Hua; 83 min; ISBN: 9787880008289
LIFASH $9.95

The Last Emperor 1987
Winner of nine Academy Awards including Best Picture and shot on location at the Forbidden City, this is the epic story of Puyi, who ascended to the declining Qing Dynasty throne at three, was deposed in 1911, re-instated by the Japanese puppet government in the 1930’s and eventually sent for ‘reeducation’ after the establishment of the PRC before his death in 1967.
Dir: Bernardo Bertolucci; 156 min; ISBN: 9787884089314
LAEMDV $12.95 (2-disc set)
LIFEDV $9.95

The Letter with Feathers 1954
This classic children’s film from the early years of the PRC is set during the Anti-Japanese War in North China. A young shepherd boy, Hai Wa, is entrusted to deliver an important letter to the Eighth Route Army. Confronted by Japanese soldiers, Hai Wa cleverly not only keeps the letter safe, but leads the enemy into a mountain ambush.
LEFEAT $9.95

The Red Elephant 1982
A group of Dai minority schoolchildren search for a mythical auspicious creature in the stunning forests of Yunnan’s Xishuangbanna.
REELEP $9.95

Song of Youth 1959
A co-ed activist (the fetching Xie Fang, China’s leading young actress of the late 50’s-early 60’s) is caught between her love for a charismatic student leader and the nascent Communist movement of the 1930’s.
Dir: Cui Wei, Chen Huai’ai; 157 min; ISBN: 9787880007947
SOYOVD $9.95

Magic Braid 1987
Lots of martial arts action in this box-office hit featuring a warrior whose late-Qing hair style, a long braid, is his ultimate fighting weapon against all opponents.
MABRDV $9.95

Life 1984
Adapted from Lu Yao’s acclaimed novel of the same name and winner of the 100 Flowers Award for Best Film, this is an unvarnished look at the attempts an educated village youth makes to better himself by coming to the city in search of work. A moving, pre-scient preview of the rural-to-urban mass migration still unfolding throughout China today.
Dir: Wu Tianming; 125 min; ISBN: 9787884085200
LIFEDV $9.95

Chess King 1988
During the Cultural Revolution, an extremely talented chess player, Wang Yisheng, is sent to a labor camp with other students. Here, Wang’s rebellious behavior has him contemplating moves in response to both the camp’s policies and in the ultimate chess tournament – against nine top-flight competitors at once.
Dir: Teng Wenji; 88 min; ISBN: 9787886115059
CHKING $9.95

A Terracotta Warrior 1990
A reincarnated concubine, now a vain actress in a 1930’s film, disturbs an imperial tomb, bringing her ‘immortal’ former lover, general to the first emperor of China, back to life.
Dir: Chen Xiao Dong; 105 min; ISBN: 9787884084029
TEWARR $9.95

Xiao Hua 1979
Joan Chen (Chen Chong) in one of her earliest roles as a teenager in 1947 seeking desperately to reunite with her brother in the aftermath of war’s end.
XIAOHU $9.95
Art Supplies

Although masters can spend a lifetime refining their shufa, you can begin with just a few easy steps and supplies. We offer brushes, inks, paints and paper.

**Brushes**
- Designed for regular Script. Finely-crafted goat hair brushes for beginning calligraphy students.
- **Writer of Regular Script in Large Characters**: WB-10 $5.95, WB-12 $3.95
- **Large Authentic Brushes For Orchid and Bamboo**: WB-13 $10.95, WB-15 $7.95
- **Elegant Long Bristles No. 1**: WB-22 $11.95, WB-24 $9.95, WB-27 $6.95
- **Elegant Long Bristles No. 3**: WB-28 $10.95, WB-30 $9.95, WB-32 $6.95

**Liquid Ink**
- Yidege brand, the best ink for Chinese calligraphy.
- **Yidege Liquid Ink-250 Grams**: INK-1 $9.95, **Yidege Liquid Ink-100 Grams**: INK-2 $6.95

**Exercise Paper for Calligraphy**
- Designed for regular Script. Finely-crafted goat hair brushes for beginning calligraphy students.
- **Exercise Paper for Calligraphy**
  - Miaohong Exercise Book for Chinese Calligraphy (1): EXBOOK-1 $1.95
  - Miaohong Exercise Book for Chinese Calligraphy (2): EXBOOK-2 $1.95
  - Blank Exercise Book for Chinese Calligraphy: EXBOOK-3 $2.95

**Wenzhou Rice Paper**
- Medium absorbency, suitable for calligraphy and painting.
  - Roll of Rice Paper from Wenzhou: PAPER-2 $25.95
  - Jiugong Ge Calligraphy Exercise Paper (10 x 15, 100 sheets): PAPER-4 $10.95
  - Chinese Rice Paper Letterhead: PAPER-6 $8.95

**Color Paints**
- Marie’s paints are non-toxic, ideal for Chinese color painting and suitable for beginners to professionals.
  - Chinese Painting, 12 Colors, 5 ml each: COLOR-1 $7.95
  - Marie’s Gouache, 12 Colors, 12 ml each: COLOR-3 $13.95

**Brush With Life**
- By Martha Dahlen, Grace Ho & Ho Siu Kei
- This spiral-bound classic details over fifty large format Chinese words and phrases used in traditional decoration. Includes practice templates for copying, practice grids and decorative frames. Great for beginning to experienced calligraphers.
  - Wokman Press, 2002 – 11 x 11
  - ISBN: 97898627502586
  - Pages: 332
  - BRLIFE $14.95

**Papercuts**
- Perfect for collectors and designers interested in something delicate and different.
- **Animal Papercuts**
  - Small colorful animal papercuts, animals base on Chinese zodiac, and selection of papercuts is upon stock availability. 10 per pack, 3 ½ x 4.
  - PACUANS-C $6.95
- **Red Floral Papercuts**
  - Small red floral papercuts, 10 per pack, 3 ½ x 4.
  - PACULS $6.95
- **Floral Papercuts**
  - Small colorful floral papercuts, 2 per pack, 5 ½ x 5.
  - PACUFLS-C $4.95
- **Opera Papercuts**
  - 3 different style; 10 colorful small opera papercuts, selection of papercuts is upon stock availability. 3 ½ x 4.
  - PACUOPLS-C $9.95
  - Single sheet large goodluck rooster papercut: PACUL-1 $5.95
- **Goodluck Rooster Papercut**
- **Novelty Papercuts**
  - Small colorful novelty papercuts, 10 per pack, 3 ½ x 4.
  - PACUNOS-C $6.95
- **Opera Papercuts**
  - 6 colorful small opera papercuts
  - PACUOP-C $4.95
- **Opera Mask Papercuts**
  - 6 different large colorful opera mask papercuts. 8 x 12.
  - PACUOPL-C $10.95
- **Red Opera Papercuts**
  - Small red opera papercuts, 10 per pack, 3 ½ x 4.
  - PACUOPS $6.95
Mini Series

Bonsai Garden
The mini bonsai kit includes everything you’ll need to begin your bonsai experience in miniature size! It includes a miniature bonsai pot, an herbal seed packet, soil, decorative gravel, mini shears and instructions. Packaged in a sturdy 2 ½” clear plastic box.

Size: 2 ¾ x 2 ¼ x 2 ½

MIBOGA $9.95

Meditation Zen
Table-top meditation at its finest! Each miniature kit includes a black lacquer chime and mallet set, twelve sticks of quality lavender incense, black ceramic incense burner and white sand. Meditation chime stands 4” tall and emits a delicate sound when touched. Comes in a 4 ¼” square clear plastic box that can be used as a meditation Zen tray.

Size: 4 ¼ x 4 ¼ x 1 ½

MIMEZE $9.95

Ho-Tei Buddha
This miniature set is the perfect combination of Zen meditation and Zen gardening. The laughing Buddha is the embodiment of happiness and laughter. Includes Ho-Tei Buddha, rosewood oval tray, rosewood rake, 12 incense sticks, incense burner, booklet and white sand.

Size: 4 ¼ x 4 ¼ x 1 ½

MIHOBU $9.95

Zen Garden
This introspective garden comes with everything you need to participate in the art of Zen gardening. Included in this set is 4” x 3” rosewood finished tray, a rose wood finished rake, three Asian ceramic figurines, white purified sand and an assortment of polished rock.

Size: 4 ¼ x 4 ¼ x 1 ½

MIZEGA $9.95

6 Place Mats 6 Pairs of Chopsticks and Chopstick Rings

Burgundy and Black
Royal Blue
Bamboo Green
Jade
Mandarin Orange
Bamboo Green Border with Gold Pattern
Great Wall Tan
Yellow River

$15.95 EACH

Cushion Cover
with Embroidered Floral Pattern

$5.95 EACH

17 ½ x 17 ½

Burgundy & Beige
Bamboo Green & Beige
Mandarin Orange & Beige
Great Wall Tan & Beige

MICUBU
MICUGR
MICUOR
MICUTA

Large Notebook
7 x 5
Colors Available: Red, Blue, Green, Pink, Gold. Each sold separately.

MINOBM $5.95

Small Notebook
6 ½ x 4

MINOBS $3.95

Note: Please specify color when ordering.
Table Runner
with 3 embroidered floral patterns and 1 tassel on each end  78 x 13  $15.95 EACH

- Burgundy & Black  MITABU
- Bamboo Green & Beige  MITAGR
- Mandarin Orange & Beige  MITAOR
- Great Wall Tan & Beige  MITATA

Wine Bottle Cover  11 ½ x 8 ½
Chinese dressing gown shape with arms  $7.95 EACH

- with Chinese Character – Black  MIWIBC
- with Floral – Black  MIWIBF
- with Floral – Burgundy  MIWIBU
- with Chinese Character – Gold  MIWIGO

Wine Bag
with Chinese knotted tassel  $7.95 EACH

- Jade outside, Red inside 12 x 5 ¼  MIWIJA
- Great Wall Tan 14 ½ x 5 ½  MIWITA
- Burgundy outside, Gold inside 12 x 5 ¾  MIWIBG
- Terracotta Bronze 14 ½ x 5 ½  MIWIBR

SOAPS
Made with the highest quality natural ingredients and hand molded. All soaps are individually wrapped. Glycerine soaps are best suited for skin care as they are naturally moisturizing and will not dry out your skin. Net weight 6 oz. per dragon, 4 oz per bamboo stick set.

- Dragon Soap Green - Greentea  DRSOGR $9.95
- Dragon Soap Ivory - Sandalwood  DRSOIV $9.95
- Dragon Soap Red - Oriental Spice  DRSORE $9.95
- Bamboo Soap - Greentea and Sandalwood  BASOAP $9.95
- Bamboo Soap and Dish Set - Green Tea & Sandalwood  BASOSE $29.95
- Bamboo Porcelain Dish (handmade, twice-fired)  BAMDISH $21.95

GAMES

Chinese Checkers
Wood board (12” diameter and ¾” thick), 6 sets of 10 different colored marbles. For 2, 4, or 6 players.  CHCHEC $21.95

Go Game
Wood game board with felted corners underneath. Includes “Go” stones and instructions. 11 ¾” x 11 ½” board.  GOGAME $22.95

Travel Mah-Jong
American version. Includes 166 tiles, 4 color racks, 2 dice, playing chips and instructions. For beginning and advanced players.  TRMAJO $29.95
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<table>
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<th>QTY</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Back Order Preferences:

☐ Ship in-stock orders and back-order any out-of-stock items. Back orders will ship when available, at no extra charge, for up to 60 days following initial order.

☐ NO backorders. Ship and bill in-stock items only.
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Examination Copies: Please log on to www.chinabooks.com under Resources For Teachers for information and instructions on requesting examination copies. Please note that not all titles are eligible.

Wholesale Discounts: Standard trade and textbook discounts offered on most titles ($50 minimum). For further discount or sales information or to request our wholesale order form please contact orders@chinabooks.com. Prices and policies are subject to change.

Return Policy: Authorization is required for all return items. Please refer to www.chinabooks.com or contact our customer service department 1-800-818-2017 for details. Individuals must make claim for exchange or refund within 14 days of receipt.

Shipping and Handling: UPS Ground is the preferred shipping method unless requested otherwise. Typically, items shipped UPS Ground will arrive between 3-7 business days. All orders are shipped from South San Francisco. For international orders, please contact our customer service for specific shipping needs.

Domestic Shipping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtotal</th>
<th>UPS Ground</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to $20.00</td>
<td>$10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20.00 - $40.00</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40.00 - $70.00</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$70.00 - $90.00</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$90.00 and above</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For specific shipping costs please call.
SALE DVDs $8.98 EACH

For more on sale items and our over 3,000 other titles, please visit us online at www.chinabooks.com.
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